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UFO BRIGRnTIR 
UFO BRIGANTIA is published quarterly. in Spring. 
Summer. Autumn. and Winter. We c!so operote a joint 
subscription deal w ith Jenny Randles' Northern UFO 
News !details upon request if you are not already a 
subscriber!. Both magazines provide news and gossip. 
NUN ~as an excellent round-up of current case reports, 
which is why you won' t get any in UFO BRIGANTIA. 
Letters. critisisms, articles, artwork. news clippings, 
etc. etc. ore always welcome and owt you send wiil 
invariably be printed. If you hove something to soy, 
soy it in UFO BRIGANTIA. Bizarre. controversial, we 
don' t care. If you send it - we will print it. lbut keep 
it clean!) 

THE I.U.n. 
The !UN are UFOiogists. At the moment we are a . 
loosely defined network of interested ufological ' 
voyeurs who like to keep an eye on what's 
happening UFO-wise in this ccuntry. It provides us 
with hours of harmless amusement and keeps us 
away from the real . wo,rld, sc it can't be all that 
bad, can it? My mum thinks the whole subject is a 
bit silly - but what does she know? We investigate 
the odd case, publish stuff, enter into all the 
ufological arguments 'lfe can, and generally try to 
keep people from guessing what our real purpose is. 
UFO files? We got "em. The UFOIN files, much talked 
abcut In the past and no•lf in the hallowed pages of 
BUFORA's - UFO MITES are In our possession along 
with WYUFORG and !UN files, bags of information 
for anyone who wants to see them. Copies also 
available [see back page]. Actually we're holding 
t hem to ransom and if UFOlogy doesn't give us what 
we -want - the files get it!! 

- -·------ -- -----·----
- ---·- _. -------
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Welcome to the first UFO BRIGANTIA 
of 1992 and the first of our 'new 
look' issues . As the government 
money we get paid for spreading 
disinforma tion floods in we've 
decided to spend some of it on 
making the 'zine look better on 
the eye. Hope you like it. But 
what's this? 

SHOCK , HORROR, PROBE . In a 
fearsome TV encounter late last 
year two gover nment disinformation 
agents appear ed on the Clive 
Anderson TV show to undermine 
belief in t he non-existence of 
UFOs by spreading excellent 
propaganda about t he TRUE nature 
of alien beings! 

You didn't see it? Awww c'mon 
you missed a gem . Made Doug 'n 
Daves crop circle disinfor mation 
look like, well, information 
really . Bootleg copies are bound 
to be circulating so if you d i dn't 
see it it shouldn't be too 
difficul t to get a copy (we may 
print a transcr ipt i n a fut ure 
issue) . 

Tha t nice Mr Anderson didn't 
actually have t o say much, he j ust 
let Arthur and eager pal (a 
charcter called Jeremy Barnyar d or 
something) dig themselves deep, 
real deep . lfuat did they say? 
Nothing much. Only the 
contemporary UFO my thology, in 
plain English with no frills to 
speak of and the audience just wet 
themselves . 

. - -- . ---- -

Yes folks ufology is that funny ' 
to outsiders . Makes you think 
doesn't it? Mind you I suppose the 
bit where Arthur described having 
seen a . UFO with windows all down 
one side as he brought the mil~ in ' 
one morning did it for most of the 
audience. That type of UFO is 
called an 'airplane' Art hur, an 
airplane ..• 

The pair informed the viewing 
public that over 70 types of 
aliens were visiting the Earth for 
hybridi sation purposes . Seventy 
eh? Well s lap my thigh and here ' s 
us just thinking it was the 
'greys'. They'll be pre-booking 
abductions next so two lots don't 
turn up in the same poor sods 
bedroom . 

It was all strangely familiar, 
depressingly done and, when to_ld 
by two 'serious ufologis ts' a 
rather drab exposition of a 
wonderfully intriguing subject (as 
long as you don't step too far 
into the water). 

As t he audience hooted Arthur 
looked slightly pained , as though 
he couldn't quite understand what 
they found amusing . Suddenly, as 
if to count er this, he proudly 
produced an ar tefact t he aliens he 
once met had bestowed on him. 'It 
looks like a stone' quipped Cl ive . 
And i::. did - but doesn't Clive 
know that aliens have stones too? 
Stones just like ours . Exactly 
like ours. In fact 
indistingu isable from t hem . But 
then Clive isn ' t a UFO initiate 
like Arthur and Jerry , so he 
wouldn't know the di fference , 
woulcl he? . 

Still . Laugh? We couldn 't stop . 
If Arthur and his buddy Jeremy 
weren't working for the government 
then they at least ought to put an 
expenses claim in for trying . And 
didn 't I no tice the words ' MEF 
Services' as the credi ts rolled? 
(New crop circle fanciers 'in' 
joke) . Perhaps not . But I think 
these two and others like them 



t~ying to sp~ead the wo~d about 
hyb~id ~aces and g~eys a~e either, 
ahem, 'wrong' or they have to be 
working for someone pulling their 
st~ings (or something). Now that's 
what I call a conspiracy theory! 

Ok, so that's a bit of fun at 
some ufologists expense but there 
is an impJJrtant point to be made 
here . If a TV programme 'phones up 
and says they want a ufologist, 
should you go on? Well basically 
unless you are an ego fr eak or two 
t r acks short of an album the 
answer is no, unless you think 
about it very careful l y fi rs t. 
It's axiomatic that if a 
researcher from the Clive Anderson 
show, James lfuale show, Johaathan 
Ross show or any other 'light' 
chat show gets in touch and wants 
a ufologis t they are looking for 
someone they can make fun o£ in a 
big way . 

Now this might give the likes 
of Arthur and Jerry their five 
minutes of fame but it makes them 
look pr ats and does the subject 
no-good, reinforcing all the 
stereotypes about 'anorak ' train 
spotter type ufologists so beloved 
of the press and certain UFO 
magazines. The simple answer when 
dealing with the media is do it on 
your terms o~ tell them to shove 
it! 

Speaking of paranoia, it has 
come to my attention that a Sunday 
Times journalist is of the opinion 
that the IUN are responsible for 
the Ilkley Alien photograph hoax, 
and presumably this is why the 
story about the case he wrote 
never ran in that paper. We ~pent 
a whole. afternoon last February 
painstakingly detailing vhy we 
thought it was a hoax to t his guy 
so obviously using journo- logic we 
must have hoaxed it! Simpl~ 
really, I only wish we 'd thought 
of it f irst . It wasn't us , honest 
guv, our hoaxes are far subtler. 

THE CEREALOGIST 

The latest is sue of the leading 
(in sales that is) crop circle 
journal The Cerealogist has gone a 
long way to reinventing ufology in 
its own image. Issue five is full 
of government-centred paranoia by 
men desperate to have something to 
fight against, desperate to think 
that the government (other· than 
the Inland Revenue se~vice) would 
be so stupid as to bother with 
them. They should be so lucky. 
When in doubt kick-start a 
conspiracy theory eh chaps? 

Finally , editor John ~lichell 
tries to make much capital out of 
the (alleged) resurgence of wild 
flowers i n the south of England as 
if in some way that is pert inent 
in any way to the subject . He is 
clearly an afficianado , as are so 
many others, of Fotherington 
Thomas from the Down With Skool 
books whose favourite expr ession 
was 'hel lo trees, hello sky'. 
Bloody old hippies! Still it's a 
good magazine and if you are 

' interested in crop circles worth 
sending £2 . 50 for a sampl e copy 
to, The Cereologis t, 20 Paul S t, 
Frome, Somerset , BAll lDX . You 
won't r egret it . 
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·cLOTHES SHOW- REVIEW 

- : ... 
Geoff Fulstone of Swansea tried -~ 

out the T-shirt f r om Aquarius UK 
and gave us this r eport, ' Having 
seen the Pr udential TV advert in 
which the hippy says 'I want to be 
a tree ', I couldn't wai t to get my 
hands on this shirt. After wearing 
it for two days solid whilst 
searching for a crashed saucer on 
the Brecon Beacons I found i t to 
be warm , hard wearing and 
resistant to most personal stains. 
The logo on the front caused more 
than a stir i n the lounge bar of 
the 'Sheep and wellington' in 
Brecon and I'd recommend the shirt 
to anyone .' Can't say fairer than 
that Geoff. - -
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A TREE 

T-SHIRTS 
I wilnt to be. •. a lTft.. Don't 

Wt" aU nowa~ys?! 100~ 
cotton 'r.s'. An ideal shirt 

. to be 'seen in' <~t the 
Pidogn.ms:l 

One siu fits <lll £6..9.S eaeb 
indudes P&P or £12..9$ Ear 
2. UX ol'lly. (£7.95 and 
£13.95 ovtr&eu) 

s-s~"&ndPI:.ta.l~ 
IIWidc f*yt.blc 10:. 

A~usllk. 0.,:. - , 10 
lrwnltJ Cow. fl.uTows Ctee:n. 
Ocwt.~CWlJP'IJ. 
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HOW DO YOU REVIEW CLOTHES? EASY •• YOU WEAR THEM 

UFO BRIGANTIA WERE SENT TWO GARMENTS, A T-SHIRT AND A 
SWEAT SHIRT AND ASKED TO REVIEW THEM FOR THE MAGAZINE 

Secondly we asked Allan Stai thes 
to review a sweatshirt from 
J upiter Powerwear. Befor e I sent 
it t o Allan I wore it myself for a 
few days and 'luxury' is the word 
which spr i ngs to mind . The XL size 
actually was- which is a rarity as 
sizes are usually too small, and 
the logo on the front consisting 
of several circle designs in gold 
was eyecatching enough for someone 
to s top me i n the street and aks 
me where I got it . It is in fact a 
qual ity item ! 

JUPITER POWERWEAR 

Anyway , here's Al l an's 
comme nt s; ' Being on the run from 
the CIA can be pre t ty har d , cold, 
work as you probably know so when 
Andy handed the sweatshirt to me 

·at a remote and secret moorland 
locat i on I was thrilled . The 
sweatshirt was ext remel y warm, 
soft and well fi tting but best of 
all , light to wear . The design of 
crop c ircl e patterns made be laugh 
a bit but t~hat better way to 
displ ay a modern myth than on your 
chest? '. 

CROP ClRCLE T -SHJRTS & SWEATSHIRTS 

The beautiful crop circle desisns silk. 
screened on 100% cotton T- shirts and fleecy 
lined sweatshir ts. For coloured leaflet write 
to: -

Judy Youns. 'Lazy Moon Farm', lJpper Brailes, 
Banbury, Ox on. OXlS SBA. Enclosins a S.A.E. 

- -··-. ---- --- --·-· --·-.. .: ... -:. .. -- _ ., ___ - - ----- ·-- ---
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UFO CRIISH ~T ROSWELL 
II REU1EWTICLE b~ TERRY JONES 

The mention of Roswell is a l ways 
bound to cause some heated 
discussions between ufologists as 
they all like to get on their 
soapboxes espousing their own , 
personal theories and shouting 
others down . So it was refreshing 
to read a book on the subject 
written by two peopl who have for 
the most past stayed out of the 
arguments over the past few years. 

UFO Crash at Roswell began life 
in the autumn of '88 when a CUFOS 
associate member was discussing 
the subject with Don Schmitt . He 
said that ·the investigation was 
incomplete as not all the 
witnesses had been interviewed and 
he raised questions on the known 
sequences of events and the 
reactions of the military as 
reported through the published 
material on the subject . 

Schmitt teamed up with Kevin 
Randle (an ex-air force Captain 
and intelligence officer) and with 
CUFOS backing , began a complete 
reinvestigation of the events of 
July 1947 . 

Rather than building on what 
had gone before the authors 
interveiwed all the witnesses 
involved again and also took the 
unprecedented step of doing a 
complete survey of the debris 
field where the initial find was 
made. Some might think that this 
would be fruitless but the terrain 
could possibly have hidden small 
gragments of wreckage; remember 
Bill Brazel found pieces and 
collected them a couple of years 
after the military clean up of the 
area . 

The interviewees (and there are 
many) included the video and press 
interviews made with ~lajor Jesse 
Marcel in the l ate '70s and early 
'80 s , his son Dr Jesse Marcel jnr. 

----- --· 

who viewed some of the wreckage 
when his father brought tome home, 
Bill Brazel, Walter Hault the 
Roswell P. I . 0 . who issued the 
authorized press release on the 
recovery, Thomas DuBose the Chief 
of Staff to General Ramey and the 
men or their families involved 
variously in the operatio n to 
recover the wreckage and bodies 
fromthe crash sites, guar ding the 
wreckage and bodies at the Roswell 
Army Airfield, and those who flew 
them to 'higher headquarters'. 

In the course of their re search 
they located further witnesses 
many of whom still r e fused to 
talk, even after some 43 years, 
but two of the most important 
witnesses located were the Provost 
Marshall of Roswell A. A. F., who 
was responsible for the cordoning 
off of the crash site and one of 
the archaeologists who came across 
the main body of the object and 
its dead crew . Understandably this 
witness does- not want t o be 
identified, or the educational 
establishment he belongs to know, 
for .fear of ridicule. 

Both Randle and Schmi tt have 
put a lot of time, effort and 
their own money into resrearching 
the Roswell event and it certainly 
shows . They give a clear account 
of the whole incident fr om the 
thunders torm on the night of 2 
July and Mac Brazel finding 
densely packed wreckage (which 
covered an area approximately ~ of 
a mile long and two to three 
hundred feet wide) the next day, 
through the events after his 
reporting it to the county sheriff 
George Wilcox and the military 
action t o recover the wreckage , 
the authorized press release and 
the subsequent cover up of the 
crash . 

r 



The most telling part of the 
all this is how things were 
handled at Roswell, then Fort 
Worth and the differing attitude 
t hat prevailed in the intervening 
hours. Marcel returns to the base 
with a C.I.C . man, a car and a 
j eep full of wreckage. Blanchard 
t hen authorizes the press release 
tha t is flashed round the world 
and all hell breaks lose. A matter 
of hours later General Roger Ramey 
a t his office, with Marcel present 
a t the base poses with substituted 
wreckage of a Rawin Sonde balloon . 
and foil target and asks what the 
f uss was about- nothing but a 
downed weather balloon. Whils all 
this is going on the special 
f l ights from Roswell begin 
transporting the real wreckage. 

If it was a weather balloon 
that crashed then the military 
were going out of their way to 

' 

keep Mac Brazel quie t . First he is 
flown to indentify the area of the 
crashed object for t he clean up 
vrew (necessary as there are few 
identifying landmarks , Brazel's 
knowledge of the area would be 
vital) he is escorted round 
Roswell by military personnel 
after being held in custody for 
over a week and made to tell a 
different story after being sworn 
to secrecy about what he saw. A 
bit of an overreaction for 
returning a weather balloon? 

... -- - -- . .. . ····----

Again a downed balloon wotild 
not create a large gouge in the 
hard ground, nor would it cover a 
large area. Indeed both Marcel and 
Bill Brazel said that Mac Brazel 
hauled a piece of wreckage TEN 
feet in diameter into a cowshed, 
wreckage that could not in any way 
be mistaken for a balloon. But the 
media accepted the explanation and 
nothing more was reported. . 

Randle and Schmitt also look at 
the Circleville Ohio story, this 
was genuine recovery a weather 
balloon whcih happened on 1 July 
1947 some two days before Brazel 
found the wreckage of the object 
at Roswell. In that instance the 
Sheriff identified the balloon 
wrecakge as just that. 
Interestingly enough there is more 
written i n the Blue Book files on 
the Circleville balloon than there 
is on Roswell. I n fact there is 

only the newspaper cutting from 
the Roswell Daily Record. 

Their speculation that 
Washington ordered Ramey to use 
the weather balloon story was 
confirmed by DoBose in recent 
interviews and it seems that the 
Circleville story was the 
inspiration. This is when the 
' posed' pictures were taken of 
Marcel (one of which was cropped 
and used in The Roswell Incident, 
proclaiming to be one of the less 
spectacular pieces of wreckage) 

-----..L:.o·---



and· in turn withRoger·-Ramey and 
Thomas DuBose . 

The authors also looked for 
possible explanations for the 
crash such as a weather balloon, 
failed V2/A9 test, ( the only test 
launch made within the poss ible 
time frame exploded on the pad and 
sprayed some technicians with 
acid. The whole incident was 
reported in the press ), crashed 
secret aircraft, a dummy atom bomb 
and a Japanese Balloon Bomb(!) 
They found no evidence t o support 
that the crashed object was any of 
the above . 

One of the best features about 
the book is that there is only one 
reference to the MJ12 document. In 
the opinion of the authors (and 
myself) the document is a hoax. 
But there is an i nteresting post 
scrip) Br igadier General Arthur 
Exon who was at Wright Field in 
July 1947 when the wreckage and 
bodies were brought in and later 
became the commanding offficer at 
Wright Patterson, said in 
interviews that there was a 
control group in charge of the 
recovered craft and its crew; a 
second group made up of aides and 
a third group made up of 
t echnicians who stucied the 
object . 

·PROJECT BLUE BOOK 

The appendices contain 
information on Project · Bl ue Book, 
other crash/retrievals and they 
list the hoaxes (A~tec and 
Paradise Valley- sorry Tim!), the 
other retrievals (Del Rio Texas, 
Kingman Ari~ona , Keksburgh 
Pennysylvania), press accounts of 
the incident, the witnesses 
reluctance t o talk, the 
interveiws, the intelligence group 
at Roswell in July 1947 and a list 
of people involved in the 
incident. 

The book as a whole is well 
written and is well structur ed in 
its presentation, both authors 
have approached the subject with a 
healthy air of scepticism as 
neither gives much credence to the 
crash/retrieval stories. As I said 
in my opening remarks , Randle and 
Schmitt have stayed for the most 
part out of the MJ12 debacle, the 
only t ime they wrote about it they 
said it was a hoax . Since entering 
the Roswell area they have come 
under attack from Moor and 
Shandera in Focus maga~ine . In one 
instance Moore and Shadera 
levelled charges of copyright 
theft and pliagiarism at Randle 
and Schmitt and tried to subpoena 
their ma terial, but Moore dropped 
the action. This action smacks of 
hard cheese and sheer jeai";,·u~·Y . 

In my humbl e opinion UFO Crash 
at Roswell is a fair 
representa tion of the better 
research methods used by the 
authors . Forget the Berlit~ and 
Moore book, if you want the 
definitive item buy UF.O Crash at 
Roswell, your bookshelf will love 
you for it. 
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Snalaod. Wl'J7 7S'N 
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.. RBDUCTions RRE-RERLLY somETHinG .. 

by HlLRRY EVFmS 

Hopkins offe rs us two options on 
abductions : " Either we are being 
visi ted by some kind of alien 
intelli gence, equipped with a 
technology and purpose beyond our 
present unders tanding or the 
power of human invention, delusio n 
and self-decep tion is reaching 
cri tical mass . Do these 
experiments describe actual 
event s, or are they some new , 
pervasive, world wide form of 
fantasy?'\ 

Although I think he expre sses 
them i n exaggerated terms (for 
reasons which will emerge in this 
paper) the opt ions are surely as 
he presents them. As we know, he 
is convinced abduction stories 
describe actual physical events, 
and in support of this view he 
presents us with a number of very 
remarkable cases , which he states 
-and I don't doubt his word- are 
representative of very many more . 

(Eds note : all underlinings were 
italics in Hilary's original text ) 

This is not to say that we 
belittle Hopkins or ridicule his 

_ decision . His case is ostensibly a 
strong one: and if additional 
suppor t for it were to be 
presented, perhaps many of us 
sceptics mi ght defect to the 
believers . But as things stand at 
present the probabili ties, so it 
seems to me, favour an explanation 
in purely human terms . I feel that 
Hopkins overstates, on the one 
hand , the streng th of the case for 
alien visita tion, and" on the 
other, the degree of delusion and 
self-deception required to sustain 
an abducti on fantasy . 

'I cannot prove Hopkins wrong, 
nor do I propose to try to do so. 
All I can do is set out the 
aspects of the abduc tion 
phenomenon which discourage me 
from seeing them as physical 
events . None of these is 
suffic ient to invalidate the 

RLIEn VISITRTIDnS RnD ffiRSS DELUSIOnS RRE BOTH ImPROBRBLE 

Whatever abduct ions are, they 
pr esent a very ex traordinary 
phenomenon, so it is not 
surprising that the only available 
explanat ions are each in their own 
way extraordinary. Since the 
informa tion currently available is 
insufficient to decide, 
conclusively, that abduct ions 
either are or aren't taking place, 
we have no choice but to make our 
provisional choice on the basis of 
probabilities . Alien visitations 
and mass delusions are both 
improbable : so the quest ion boi ls 
down to: l~hich is the least 
improbable? For Hopkins, Jacobs, 
Sprinkle and many others, it is 
the face-value explanation, that 
abductions are physical events : 
for some others of us , the 
al ternative choice is the more 
probable . 

Abduct i ons-Are-Real posit ion ( AAR 
from here on): but together , they 
do, I think, show i t to be weaker 
than i t appears at first sight. 
Equally, none of them is 
sufficient to establish beyond 
question a psycho-social scenario 
(PSS): but t oge t her, I suggest, 
t hey show i t to be a more 
plausible interpreta tion . 

HERE'S ANOTHER INFORMATIVE LITTLE DITTY 
FOUND WHILST 
READINC THE 
TOILET PAPER 
IN THE LOCAL 
COLLECE. 
(source-SUN 
3/2/92) 

BThang•up 
for virqins 
CHASTITY beit milkers 
h.;we gol &he boot (t"Om 
British Telecom's new 
Yellow Pages. 

Other oddball entries 
dro·pped include tripe 
dres.<iers. UFO lnfonnat.ion 
- and gb.u eye supplie:rs. 



R LRCK OF PERSPECTIVE 1. 

* When we see the abduction 
stories paraded · en masse as they 
are in Bullard's amazing 
catalogue2, the impact ~s 
stunning . Many would be remarkable 
enough as individual stories· the 
cumulative e ffect leads 
overwhelmingly to the though: If 
so _many people_ are i ndependentlY 
hav~ng such s1m1lar experiences, 
how can those experiences be 
anything but real? 

None the l ess, it is a f act 
that those who are r eporting 
abduct ions hundreds, even 
thousands, though they may be 
are only a tiny percentage of the 
populat ion as a whole. And 
(wit~out. wishing to i mply any 
correlat1on) there is at l east an 
equally large proportion of the 
population wh? are, say, fanta"sy
prone ; or subJect to epileptoid or 
temporal lobe seizures or other 
neurological disabilities· or 
schizoid; or more than ave'ragely 
suggestible. In other words other 
categories exist, no less ' lar<>e 

f 
0 ! 

o people who are distinguished by 
one or another speci f ic 
psychological profiles which could 
result in a-typical behaviour of 
the kind supplied by an abduction 
fant,sy3 . The population of 
abductees is, for example, smaller 
than the population of those who 
claim to have seen the Virgin 
Mary. 

no PS'ICHOLOGICRL EXPLRnRTJOn 

* Hopkins has frequently stated 
that no psychological model exists 
for abductee behaviour: one such 
statement reads : "None of the five 
psychological consultants who have 
worked with our group of abductees 
has come forward with even a 
tentative psychologica l· 
explanation for their 
r ecollections"4· 

As an argument against the PSS 
t his is meaningless: a disease is 
no less a disease because there is 
no record of it in the medical 
li terature. The literature of mass 
delusion is rich in parallels to 
the abduction phenomenon . Here are 
just some: 

the witch mania 
outbreaks of demon possessi on 

(Loudon was just one of scores) 
- dancing manias, convul sions 
preachi ng epidemics, outbreaks of' 

flagellation, self-mutil ation 
castration, suicide ' 

religious visions and 
apparitions 

. mass psyhcogenic illness ( eg 
off1ce staff get sick due to non
exis tant bug etc) 

In addition , anomalous 
behaviour by individuals often 
conforms to culturally defined 
patterns, so that it i s legitimate 
to see it as a one-off 
manifestation of a communal 
behaviour-pattern . e<> Eskimo women 
are liable to a viol~nt but short
l ived outbreak named pibloktog 
which happens to each one 
individually, but each has i t in 
the same form, displaying the same 
symptoms and pass ing through the 
same phases 5• 

In each of these instances a 
sizable number of people - agafn, 
often ~any more than are currently 
report~ng abductions a r e 
afflicted by behaviour which 
though anomalous so far as th~ 
individual is concerned, 
nevertheless matches behaviour 
displayed by others in the 
community, group or milieu. Just 
as in t he case of abductees. 

But Hopkins is soeaking of 
explanations: granted that these 
other phenomena present parallels 
to the abduction experience, have 
they been suff iciently explained 
that we can apply that explanation 
to abductions also? 

There is a school 
within the abduction 
which proposes that 

of thought 
'movement' 

what is 
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happening to abductees is 
something it labels Experienced 
anomalous t r auma, and that i n t~us 
labelling the experience, it has 
identified something hitherto 
unknown to the behavioural 
scientist. The leading exponent of 
this view, Rima Laibow, has 
distanced herself from Hopkins,; 
she has set out her reasons at 
some length, but leaving aside any 
personal grounds for disagreement , 
they seem to be largely a ma t ter 
of the prof essionals distancing 
themselves f r om those they see as 
unqualified amateurs poaching on 
their territory . The proponents of 
TREAT are as prone as anyone to 
take the view that abductions are 
physically real. 

However, if the PSS proponents 
are right i n seeing the abduction 
experience as only one of a range 
of anomalous experiences, then the 
only think which is new about the 
abduction experience is outward 
form: those who were subjected to 
demon manifestation and other such 
afflictions were, no less than the 
abductees, vi ctims of experienced 
anomalous trauma. Consequently, 
any way of dealing with the . 
experience which was valid for 
those earlier anomalous mat t ers 
could be expected to be valid for 
the abduction experience also . 

Of course, in the past no less 
than in the present, those whose 
responsibility it was to treat the 
experiences were divided as to the 
best way of going about it. At one 
time the preferred treatment was 
to first torture the patient and 
subsequen tly burn him alive . At a 
later date this was replaced by 
less drastic treatments: from 
being attributed to Satan, such 
outbreaks began to be seen as the 
results of mental affliction, and 
this in turn led to a diagnosis in 
terms of personal psychology . 
Drawing on Janet's work with · 
hysterical patients7, and Jung ' s 
theories about flying saucersg, a 
model has emerged in whi ch t he 
experiences of seeing an 

apparition of the Virgin or 
undergoing an abduction by 
extrate rrestrials can be seen as a 
kind of f antasy drama, in which 
the individual exteri or i ses 
his/her situation within the 
framework of a culturally accepted 
myth9 . Thus, Betty Andreasson10 , 
Kathy Davies11 , Whitley Strieberl2 
et al would oe seen as individua s 
unconsciously working out their 
personal pr oblems in terms of an 
abduction scenario . 

Even if I was competent to 
express an opinion on these cases, 
the libel l aws would effectively 
keep me quiet; nevertheless I 
suggest that anyone who reads any 
of these case histories - even as 
they are oresented to us by 
investigators who believe in their 
physical reality - will share my 
view that each of these persons 
had an abduction experience which 
was consistent with a 
psychologi cal situation specific 
to them; and you will perhaps go 
on to share my view that this is a 
good reason for believing that the 
experience is best understood as a 
private fantasy expressed in 
public terms . 

The f act that Strieber has 
backed down from his former "This 
is my true story'" position13 is 
hardly evidence of anything except 
how mixed- up he is. His defection 
hasn't cleared the waters, it has 
only muddied them farther. But 
this very fact, in itself, adds 

· further encouragement to adopt a 
psychological alternative to the 
AAR view . 

So long as it was believed (as 
indeed some medical specialists 
still believe) that behaviour such 
as hallucination was symptomatic 
of mental illness, it was 
reasonable to suppose that anyone 
who could be shown to not be 
mentally ill was --- not 
hallucinating, and therefore if he 
reported something then i t must 
have been physically real. 



Today t hat view has been 
effectively unde rmined thanks to 
the efforts of Szasz14, RinglS • 
and others . l~e now recognise tl\at 
what should a l ways have been 
obvious : that hallucina tions can 
and do occur t o ment all y healthy 
people if they happen t o be i n a 
suitable s t a t e - usual ly an 
a ltered state of consciousness 
such as being hypnotised, 
terrified, sensor ily deprived or 
overloaded, drunk or drugged . 

Consequently, the often- quoted 
findings sponsored by the Fund for 
UFO Research16 , to the effect that 
abductees are as 'normal' as you 
or me, are irrelevant . lfuat is 
more, Ring's recent findings 
indicate that t he abductees 
while by no means meriting 
classification as ment ally ill -
tend to conform.to a psychological 
profile which is not t ypi cal of 
the population a s a whole . That 
is, abductees are d r awn from a 
specific sub- sect i on of the human 
race . The implications have yet to 
be explored, but even in their 
unexplored state, these finding 
effectively destr oy the argument 
that the abductees could not be 
fantasising because they are 
mentally healthy . 

nEG~TlVE TP.RUm~ 

* One argumen t used by AAR 
proponents against the PSS relates 
to the negative trauma whi ch often 
characterises the abduction 
experience . If the witness is 
responsible for the fantasy, why 
would she inflict on herself so 
unpleasant an experience as rape, · 
enforced pregnancy and abortion, 
and the rest of it? 

The first thing to be said 
about this is that not all 
abduction experi ences are 
unpleasant : many abductees regard 
t heir exper ienc e as en joyable, 
beneficial , even as a privil ege to 
treasure . 

However , it is certainly a fact 
that many abductions a r e 
unpleasant . But so are many other 
anomalous : an obvious example is 
demon possession . lfuy, it i s 
equall y valid to ask, would anyone 
choose to i magine his mind and 

. body have been t aken over by the 
devil? 

Ther e are still people who 
believe demon possession to be a 
fact, but the more widely-hel d 
opinion i s t hat it is a sel f 
induced behaviour which the 
individual enters into as a means 
of evading a psychological 
problem, typically to avoid 
responsibility for his behaviour , 
as when a killer claims to have 
been dri ven by Satan t o murder 
prostitutes . Similar explanati ons 
are offer ed for other anomal ous 
behaviours which cause the 
individual distress , such as 
paralysis or anorexia . 

I f these other disagr eeable 
experiences can be accounted fo r 
in such terms, couldn't a similar 
rationale explain the 
unpleasantness of the abduction 
experience? 

This parallel is also 
instructive as regards the format 
of the experience . If you study 
the literature of demon 
possession, you find t hat cases 
run to t ype : t here is a patt e r n 
fo r the experience, just as ther e 
is fo r pib l ok t og, running amok , 
and other cul t ural behaviours , and 
i ndeed f or re l ated phenomena s uch 
as v i sions of the Virgin. In all 
these cases, the experience comes 
to be f o rmalised, even ritualised : 
isn't it ther efore reasonable to 
account in the same way for the 
fact that the abduction experience 
tends to run to a more-or- less 
standard scenario? 

InnocEnT Rn o IGnDkRnT? 

* People who claims to be 
possessed by the devil usual l y 
s t art with a belief t ha t t he devil 
exis t s ; but is it freq uently 
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asser t ed by AAR proponents that an 
abduction witness ha s no interest 
in or knowledge of ET 
intervention, alien visitation 
etc, which would supply the 
necessary trappings for hi s story, 
so how could he have i nven t ed it? 
This i s a strong arguments, if 
true : but while it is probably 
impossible to show that it is not 
true, it is certainly open -eQ 
que stion. 

scze:nce: FICTIOn? 
First, consider the matter in 

the broadest terms . Anyone who 
studies t he American SF pulps 
(Amazing Stori es etc ) of the 
1920s/30s will quickl~ discover 
that t here is virtually not a 
single theme of current ufology 
which was not anticipated there -
domed discs overflyi ng Earth; 
visi' ts by aliens, some concerned 
fo r our welfare, others with less 
benevolent int entions; humans 
drawn up into spacecraft by beams 
of light; abduct ions and physical 
exami nations by a liens (women laid 
on t heir backs on tables in 
spacecraft while aliens surround 
with probing devices etc). Even 
the ' Bermuda Triangle' was 
antici pated many years before the 
name was coined .. l8 19 

At t he same t ime ; the idea that 
humans would soon venture i nto 
space was widespread: Amazing 
Stories in 1938 gave its r eaders 
detailed drawings of spacecraft , 
orbiting satell i t es, spacesuits 
e tc . A French kids ' magazine of 
the same years shows a cutaway 
section of a moon r ocket with the 
caption 'Oui, le voyage a la lune 
est possible'. The effect was to 
induce a sta te of mind which 
accepted and expected space travel 
t o happen any day ; hence t he 
ex traordinary response to the 
famous Wells/Welles broadcast in 
that same yea r of 1938 . And hence 
- after an inter val of a few years 
during which mankind was 
preoccupied with a more tangible 
danger -

. -~-

the equally extraordinary 
response to observa tions of 
anomalous aerial phenomena which 
resulted in the Flying Saucer myth 
and ultima tely, to t he abduct i on 

:stories wi t h which we are here 
concerned . 

This does not mean t ha t each 
and every individual will have a 
clearly defined image of an ET 
encounter r eady to hand: but it 
does imply that t here exis ts , a t 
least among a large sect ion of t he 
American population, a pre
disoosition to fabricate such a 
scenario when an appropriate 
trigger i s pressed . Such a 
predisposition was triumphan t ly 
demonstra ted in the notable 
Lawson/McCall exP.erimentzo, which 

blake 

for all the cr itical attacks 
directed at it is still and 
unequivocal demonstration of the 
ability of ordinary people t o 
f abr icate an imaginary ET 
encounter . For i t was a 
precondition of Lawson 's 
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experiment, that his subjects were 
neither interested in nor 
knowledgeable about the subject -
just as abduction witnesses are 
claimed to be by AAR proponents . 

l~ell, but this still leaves 
unanswered Hopkins' assert ion that 
the similarit ies go beyond these 
generalities to specific details. 
This is undoubtedly the greatest 
strength of the AAR position : how 
often it is by showing that they 
ought, if innocent, to know, that 
Lieutenant Columbo gives his 
victims their comeuppance ! Such 
claims are not easily explained 
away. Invoking Jungian archetypes 
and the collective unconscious 
will doubtless take us some of the 
way: cryptoamnesia might account 
for individual instances; but 
ultimately, we would need to 
examine each such claim 
individually and in de tail . 

·Once again, though, i t is 
important we consider such 
evidence in perspective. When we 
speak of an abduction experience, 
we are speaking not of an 
established fact, but of an item 
of witness testimony, as reported 
to us by a third party, the 
investigator . Even given total 
sincerity on the witness's part 
and total integrity on the 
investigator's part, we cannot 
rule out the possibili ty of 
misr~porting, misremembering, 
omission, unconscious cueing etc, 
which might emerge from a greater 
knowledge of the context and the 
circumstances . 

on THE HEELS OF CDnTRCTEES 

* A circumstance which AAR 
proponents keep as quiet about as 
they can is the remarkable fact 
that abduction stories used to be 
told shortly after there had been 
a long and highly visible epidemic 
of contactee stories in the United 
States. This sequence is so 
blatant that even the AAR 

proponents cannot sidestep it; 
nevertheless their position 
generally is that the contactee 
manifestation and the abduction 
manifests tion are two entirely 
separate things. 

This is a shoddy evasion. If 
there is no connection between the 
two manifestations, it is surely a 
most remarkable coincidence that 
two outbreaks of experiences , both 
of them involving alien 
visitations to selected 
individuals on a clandes t i ne and 
non-evidential basis, shoul d occur 
within the same narrow time-span 
of human his tory, and within the 
same culture . AAR proponents have 
sought to draw clear-cut lines of 
distinction between contact cases 
and abduction cases, but their 
arguments are as academic as those 
of theologians arguing whether the 
wafers used in the mass have truly 
or only symbolically been 
transformed into Jesus' flesh; in 
the one case as in the other, it 
is a safe bet that the man or 
woman in the street would regard 
the distinctions as trifling 
compared with the similarities . · 

The fact that contact cases 
have so much in common with 
abduction cases does not of itself 
rule out the possibility that the 
latter are physically real: but if 
the contactee phenomenon is now 
dismissed as devoid of physical 
substance, we must surely wonder 
whether the same may be true of 
the abduction phenomenon . 

-· . . •. ·- ~ 



* There is one further point to 
make about the contactees: let us 
not forge t that they were active 
(and highly evident mediawfse) 
during the lifetime - indeed, in 
many cases during the 
impressionable years of childhood 

of many of t oday '.s abduction 
witnesses . Here , surely, is 
another fruitful source for the 
predisposition already mentioned? 

was here!", or even a casual 
• ... as I said to the children back 
at Fatima, back in 1917 ..• • 

Such improbabilities and 
there are many of them - detract 
from the veridicality of the 
abduction experience and put it 
i nto the same category as dreams 
and fantasies. 

C:OnT~~OICTIOnS FinO JncansJSiEnCIES 

the stories told by the contactees 
was their sheer nonsensicality: 
the stories told by Adamski, for 
example, were implausible to begin 
with and soon shown to be 
impossible into the bargain . 
Compared with them, the abduction 
stories are certainly more 
plausible: never t hel ess they too 
are crammed with contradictions, 
inc on sis tencies and 
improbabilities . Any of us could 
ask a hundred awkward questions 
such as: Why is alien medical 
technology so crude? Why are 
memories of the exoerience so 
incomplete: why not re~ember all -
or nothing? Have the aliens so 
perfected the art of ra1s1ng a 
human body through the air with a 
beam of light that they never drop 
one accidentally? and so on . 

Why- to t ake just one of these 
contradictions - has no abductor, 
or team of abductors, (except in 
some contactee accounts which 
don't merit serious belief) ever 
referred to any other abductions 
they have carried out, or to any 
other team of abductors who may be 
operating in the same line of 
work? A similar paradox is found 
in the visions of the Virgin Mary: 
though she is said to have paid 
many visits to Earth, to call on 
people like Bernadette and the 
Medjugorje Seven , she has never 
made any reference to her other 
visits on the lines of, '' Gosh, 
what a lot's been happening on 
your planet since the last time I 

WHO GETS Fl80UCTEOr 

* If the stories themselves 
discourage belief, so do the 
circumstances of their occurrence . 
Particularly as to who gets 
abducted . Hopkins calls the 
phenomena "worldwide'', and no 
doubt there is a . (lufficiently 
global . scatte ring of abduction 
cases for the adjective to scrape 
by : but t he fact is that abductees 
are as overwhelmingly a United 
States phenomenon as crop circles 
are overwhelmingly as South-l.Jes t 
England phenomenon: and though 
explana tions for this have been 
proposed some of them quite 
sensible it remains an 
improbability. Spanish 
investigator Ballester-Olmos has 
reviewed abduction cases in 
Spain?l and found every one to be 
a deribera te hoax or susceptible 
of a more alternative explanation : 
here in Britain - though I won't 
·risk l ibel suits by naming names -
I don' t think there is a single 
serious investigator who believes 
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1 --------------------, about Davies - and bear in mind 

' 
Hilary Evans 

there must be a whole lot more 
than he has told us, or even she 
told him - it is not diff icult-eo 
fi nd traits which would support 
the kind of psychodramatic fantasy 
suggested earlier in this paper. 

PERSOn~L PROBLEmS 
* That abductees have personal 
problems was strikingly 
highlighted a few years ago at one 
of Leo Sprinkle's Rocky Mountain 
Conferences. A lady named Christy 
Dennis had previously told her 
abduction story: then in 1983 she 
revealed it had all been a 
fabrication - "I have spoken to 
many concerning my alleged contact 
with extraterrestrials, so much 
did I want the world to hear what 
I had to say! (my under lining -
H.E.)22. 

How many others, we must 
consider, also fabrica ted their 
stories - because they wanted the 
world to hear what they had to say 

~-----------------~ - and either knew it all along, or later came - as Strieber seems to 
there is a single abduction case 
which he would classify as 
unquestionably physically real. 
And so on in France, Italy, 
Sweden . . . 

Not only is it improbable that 
the ETs would confine their 
research to so limited a pool of 
samples, but the ones they select 
are frequently improbable choices. 
Let us give Strieber the benefit 
of the doubt and suppose tha t he 
was chosen - as were Lord George 
King, Professor Adamski and other 
celebrities for his special 
talents or sympathetic 
personality; but why, in heaven's 
name, Kathie Davies11 ? No doubt 
she's a delightful warm caring 
person and all: but her medical 
background is a matter of history 
and a less promising subject for 
the alien's genetic experiments it 
would be hard to find . 

On the other hand, even i n the 
light of what Hopkins tells us 

have done - to a realisa tion that 
they had been deluding themselves? 

THE lnVE5TiuF1TOR EFFECT 

* Elsewhere in science, 
researchers have learnt to beware 
of the 'experimenter effect', 
whereby the results of an 
experiment may be warped simply 
due to the contamination of being 
observed by the person conducting 
the experiment. It is significant 
that we are now finding somethi ng 
of the sort occurring in the 

·conduct of abduction 
investigation. Yet so it is: Leo 
Sprinkle had been researching the 
phenomenon for some years before 
he realised that he, too, had had 
an encounter with aliens in his 
childhood23 : more recently Raymond 
Fowler, notable for his in- depth 
inves tigation of the Betty 
Andreassen case, has announced 
that in the course of his 
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investigations he has moved "from 
being an independent observer to 
that of a participant in the UFO 
abduction phenomenon. Personal 
hypnosis sessions confirm youthful 
memories of encounters •.. "24• 

These and other similar 
revelations are doubtless made 
only as the result of intense 
conviction; yet we must speculate 
as to the statistical chance that 
an investigator would also turn 
out to have had an alien 
encounter. Or is there more to it 
than coincidence? Perhaps Sprinkle 
and Fowler were led to become 
investigators because they were 
themselves abductees? 

If so, you'd thi nk the 
abductors would have provided 
against such a possibility in some 
way ... Or do we have here yet 
ano ther psychological event, a 
knock on consequence whereby the 
'doctor' succumbs to the contagion 
which has affected his 'patient'? 
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* I have no intention of 
engaging in ad hominem attacks on 
Hopkins, Jacobs & co, however 
dismayed I may be by what I see to 
be the consequences of 

, administering therapy from within 
. a belief system . But it is 
important we not, and weigh in the 
balance with the rest of these 
comments, some aspects of 
abduction investigation. 

First, it is evident that 
Hopkins, for all his good 
inte ntions , is prone to a somewhat 
naive acceptance of what he is 
t old . he is on record as having 
affirmed hi s belief in the Gulf 
Breeze photographs, before he had 
conducted any investigationz5· 
While he has of course as much 
right to his opinion as anyone 
else, those of us who are no t 
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convinced of the authentic i t y of 
the Wal t ers pho tographs mus t doubt 
his prudence i n other mat te r s . 
Readers of his books Yill have 
noticed other examples of na i ve t y . 

~lo reover , it must be remember ed 
that Hopkins is not the only 
investigator of the phenom~non, 
albeit he is the most prom~nent 
and the most articulate . Those who 
have read Edith Fiore's r evealing 
account of her York as a 
consul tant psychotherapist26 Yill 
be aYar e of the deptns of 
irresponsibi l i ty to Yhich s ome of 
those invol ved can sink . If we 
conclude that Fiore's cases are 
fatally flawed, does that mean we 
have to r egard them as being in a 
different category than t hose of 
Hopkins? And what about Spr i nkl e, 
who ·gets such a different set of 
responses f r om his witnesses? 27 If 
the • abduction experience was 
physically rea l, . surely . t he 
reality would man~fest ~n an 
overall s i milarity, no ma tt er who 
was conducting the investigation? 

On the other hand, if the 
experience is an artifact of the 
witness's subconscious mind , as 
the PSS suggests, it would be by 
no means surprising to f i nd it 
varying a ccor ding to t he approach 
of the investigator, jus t .as 
Freudian pa tients have Freud~an 
dreams,, Jungian patients Jungian 
dreams, and so forth . 
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HOW DUmB IS THE 

. ESTABLISHmEnT? 
* We should perhaps no t place 
too much significance on the lack 
of interest displayed by other 
behavioural scientists; but it is 
worthy of note that those who do 
offer an opinion, are apt to be 
sceptical as to the AAR position . 
~~hen the Journal of UFO S t udies 
conduc t ed a forum on t he 
subject 28 , every participant 
inclined toYards some vers ion of 
the PSS (Hopkins had been invited 
to participate, but declined . ) 

If Hopkins &co are right , then 
what is happening to the abductees 
is the most remarkable thing that 
has happened to the human r ace: 
but how do the rest of us . hear 
about i t ? We pick up a book on the 
subject i n IL H. Smit h ' s , which a 
publisher' s reader recommended the 
publisher to publish on the 
grounds there could be a 
reasonable degree of profit in it . 
Even the Bible, the Koran and the 
Book of Mormon came to us under 
more belief- encour•ging 
circums t ances . 

Under these circums tanc es , it 
is no t perhaps s urpr i s i ng that 
abducti ons are not high on the 
agendas of ' Things I Must Do 
Today' of those who run our world 
for us . Should we blame them for 
this? No doubt many of us will 
have reservations about the 
political, scientific and medical 
establishments, but their 
continued lack of inter es t in the 
amazing c l a ims of the abduc t ion 
witnesse s cannot be a ttributed 
wholly to the head- in- the-sand 
syndrome , the what- would- the
voters- say? syndrome, or simple 
old-fashioned stupidity . Our 
governors may not be the br ightest 
people in the world , but neither 
are t hey entirely stupid ; if they 
don't t hink abductions ar e a 
threat to mankind, that is an 
addi t ional . r eason for doubt ing the 
reali t y of the experience . 



OnLY STORIES .... 

* The fac t remains - and this is 
really the ultimate problem "with 
the AAR position - that abduction 
stories remain what they were f r om 
the start: stories. Told in all 
sincerity , no doubt, and with a 
wealth of corroborating 
circumstance, but nonetheless 
first - oerson stories with not a 
scrap of supporting evidence. 
Hopkins is able to produce one 
very dubious instance of a 
witnessed abduction: the fact that 
the account was published by 
Wendelle Stevens does nothing for 
its cr edibi lity . 29 

True, there are a handful of 
cases where independent witnesses 
report ed anomal ous lights etc 
coincident in time and place with 
the alleged abduction. But such 
facts do nothing to support t he 
AAR as against the PSS 
interpretation, for the anomalous 
lights could j ust as well have 
been the trigger for a 
psychological event as the 
evidence for physical one . 

In the end, what we have is a 
lot of improbable stories , told to 
us by strangers whose credentia ls 
we have to take on trust, 
containing much extraordinary 
detail which is unquestionably 
impressive, but also much that is 
contradictory and inconsistent and 
ambiguous . 

And even the extraordinary 
detail does not point inexorably 
to the physical reality of the 
experience . It has to be accounted 
for somehow , and to take the 
stories at face value is 
ostensibly the best way of 
accounting for them . But, as I 
have tried to show , there are 
problems . 

T? say that abductions are 
really something is not to say 
that they are something real. 
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'SEEK AriD- VE. SHRL l FInD' 

R SDCIRL HISTORY DF PSYCHIC QUESTinG 
by CLIVE POTTER &. ORVID TA'ILOR 

Ed'' Mote: So what has Psychic Questing got to do with Ufology you o3k peering up from 

your Donald Keyhoe book'? Lots, Many of the active participants come from a UFO 

investigative background in the late '70 's (Andy Collins - the Aveley Abduction case 

investigation etc.), and others were actually percipienh such as Gaynor Sunderland. 

Whatever it is it 's odd and me thinks it will be big in the 90's. Who better to give an 

over view of the subject than Clive Potter and David Taylor w"hci have been involved for 

quite a while in the subject and as readers of this magazine will know Cl ive has also 

psychically found objects himself. Is he barking mod or what'? So turn on, tune in 
and dig ~omething up. Here we go. 

f,;Y!Sk., ano tt !SI)aU o~ glbzn !?OU; 
l:1. .s~zfl. anO EZ .sl)aU ftnO; 

fl.noc!t, ana tt .sl)aU oz opznzO unto EOU. 

Earth mys teries r esearcher and 
quest i ng authority Andy Collins has 
offered a tenta t ive description of 
the subject (or should tha t be art!) 
of psychic quest i ng as : "A series of 
interlinked events and i nciden t s 
wher e v1s 1ons, dreams and 
supernatural manifes ta tions lead a 
psyc.hic on towards a specific goal ; 
usually the recovery of a concealed 
artefact or the sol ving of a 
landscape mystery'' ·t 

One could conceivabl y allocate t o 
psychic questing a kind of academic 
respectability in tha t, holistical ly 
speaking, it is the ma rriage of 
psychic sensitivity to archaeology; 
archaeology has always been an art by 
virtue of the human elements of 
deduction, excavation and assessment 
which often, despite the increasing 
usage of scientific technology in 
detection and dat ing procedures, is 
often a mixture of intui t io n and 
i nt elligent and reasoned guesswork 
based on known fac t s . Dowsing as a 
means of detecting and even dating 

archaeological remains has long been 
used , even by so-called 'respectable' 
archaeologis t s who follow the well 
trodden paths of orthodoxy. 

However , psychic ques ting , as a 
separate entity, is less of d i sparate 
incidents but a cont inuous ride of 
event s tha t are, on occasion 
i nexpli cably· linked, serving to lead 
the quester to the r etri eva l of an 
artefact or myster y as already 
pointed ou t by Andy Collins. The use 
of ESP by archaeologists has spanned 
f rom the USA to the USSR, but its use 
is limi ted to uncovering remains and 
amenable to the pursuit of 
information which , by its ver y 
na ture, is deemed superfluous or 
supernatural . Psychic archaeology, 
however can be approached by many 
direct ions and questing i s really 
one, as we see , no t a new 
phenomenenon , amongst o ther s . 

The history of psychi c questing, 
if i ndeed it has a hi s tory at all, 
can be traced back to anci ent Egypt 
and probably further . According to 



Egyp tian mythology, upon hearing that 
Osiris had been killed and cut into 
fourt een pieces, Isis went on-a quest 
to recover the parts of her husband , 
so that she could bind him back 
together so he could give her a son2. 
The symbology is evident here . Tne 
quester finds what she is looking 
for, and becomes whole, a theme which 
appears to be one of the under lying · 
princip les of psychic questing as we 
shall see . 

Shamanic cul ture·s all over the 
world also have their own questing 
lore. Within these primitive, but 
complex cultures, the shaman or 
medicine man is considered to be the 
guardian of the tribe . The shaman is 
attributed with being able to 
conver se with the tribal gods, cur e 
illness, detect evil spirits, fly , 
bilocate and recover lost objects3. 
This shamanic tradition is even more 
r emarkably evident within Tibetan 
Buddhism . According to the Terma 
tradi tion, sacr ed artefacts were, 
according to the Nyingma teachings, 
hidden by the Indian Buddhist master 
Padmasambhava, during the 8th century 
AD, and which were to be retrieved at 
set times in the future by Tertons , 
or treasure finders . These artefac t s 
were allegedly concealed and 
protected by supernatural forces, 
until , almost like a time- lock 
device, enlightened Tibetans would be 
made aware of their existence and 
they would subsequent l y ful fil their 
mission . It would seem probable that 
other artefacts were similarly 
concealed in subsequent years, a nd 
thei r purpose was to t r ansmit the 
original teachings unadulterated 
during the course of history . 
According to such tradi t ions, such 
physical artifacts could be removed 
from the physical plane into another 
dimension, and only retrieved by the 
right person at the r ight time . 

A central theme to questing lore 
is the belief that these concealed 
artefacts are guarded by s pi rit 
guardians. This is a basic underlying 
theme in occult phi losophy. A ghost 
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of a knight in golf armour was said 
to haunt the site i n Mold, 
Flint shire, where a golden cape was 
discovered . To recover treasure from 
its burial place occultists believe 
that supplication and sometimes 
sacrifices had to be made to the 
spirit guardian . In the occult 
grimoire, 'T_he Key of Solomon' , it 
suggests the correct day, date and 
governing plane t that shoul d be 
considered in raising a spirit to 
lead one to buried treasure4 . Dowsing 
from a hazel twig, cut from the tree 
on St. John's Day was, like today, 
used to find hidden treasure, as was 
the art of Dactylomancy, dowsing with 
a ring suspended over a table with 
the alphabet on it the ring 
spelling out the location of the 
hoard. 

In 1577 Robert Mantell, an Essex 
alchemist , was in trouble with the 
authorities for having in his 
possession "a familiar in a ring", 
who guided him in his treasure 
hunting exploits. In April 1582 John 
Dee, the Elizabethan magus, 
mathematician and scholar, notes in 
his diary that his friend and scryer, 
Edward Kelly delivered to him a 
curious cipher and map . Dee indicated 
that the map and cipher were found by 
Kelly and an associate Muteos Cross, 
together with a book of magic and 
alchemy, having been guided there by 
a spirit . As to the hidden treasure 
indicated on the map, Dee suggests 
that Kelly looks towards Newbury in 
his quest . Later, through the 
intervention of spirits, Dee was told 
that it would be sufficient to obtain 
earth from the ten location on the 
map to bring treasure to light . There 
is no record of their success i n this 
endeavor5 . 

In the 1970's Uri Geller, together 
with his mentor Andrija Purarich, 
were contacted by a source terming 
itself 'The Nine'6 · Apar t from 
Geller's alleged aoility to bend 
metal, this particular episode was 
marked by many all eged occurrences of 
discarnate voices, apport, UFOs and 
teleportation. Both Ur i and Puharich 



along with others were requested to 
assist in averting another world war 
by travelling to certain locations 
and sending out 'good vibes' . When 
placed into context alongside the 
Meonia affair or 1979/80 the 
parallels are . evident, albeit in 
cryptic form. 

The case of Joseph Smith also 
parallels many modern cases of UFO 
contacteeism, particularly Uri 
Geller . Although the founder of the 
Mormon faith was already and 
established dowser it was as a result 
of a visitation from angel ic ent ities 
in 1830 cal led Mormon and Moroni that 
Smith was instructed to retri eve 
golden texts from the highest hill i n 
the area . Similarities with the Terma 
tradition spring t o mind when Smith's 
source instructed him not to retrieve 
the texts immediately but that he was 
to visit the si te on the fourth 
anniver sary of their discovery. When 
the golden book was finall y 
discovered Smith was told to wear a 
breas t plate made to angelic 
instruct ions to protect himself . 
Again similarities can be seen with 
the elaborate occult rituals used to 
find buried treaure7 . 

Both the aforementioned 
'contactees' are preceeded by another 
early quester, following in the 
tradition of receiving guidance to 
seek artefacts and use them to fulfil 
a mission. Jeanne D' Arc (Joan of Arc) 
received her v~s~ons in l425 at a 
local church i n the form of 
clairaudience, as well as visions of 
the four main Christian saints . These 
sources instructed her to help save 
France from the invading English and 
when the authorities gr anted consent 
for her t o participate she requested 
that the sword that she was to use 
would be found behind the alter at 
the chapel of Fierbois, dedicated t c 
St . Catherine whose vision had 
revealed the sword to her. These 
voices, just as with Geller, st ill 
guided Jeanne until her death at the 
hands of the Engl ish8 . Again, and 
interes ting analogy where the source 
appears to use the channel, or 
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psychic, for a particular task an<i when discovered, lead them to a 
then discards them or allows them tc mystical green s t one of power. Onc e 
be killed ; J oseph Smi th was murdered the sword was rec overed i t was taken 
by a mob. Today it would s e em that 'to certain places of power around t he 
some contac tees are either unable to ,countryside to 'charge' it1n. Events 
take the mental and emotional strain took a more dramatic turn a Iew years 
or channeling and mentallY. later when the same group claimec 
deteriorate or s uccumb to the that they were sent off on anotbe= 
quicksand of the media and are quest t o discover the magical 'Eye oi 
publicly destroyed. Fire', a red gem stone from the hil: 

lU th the birth of the Mormon of Excalibur11 . Things however do not 
rel igion, ps ychic questing had ceased 'seem to have stopped there . Angela 
to be a religious myth, as it had Reeve a nd Charles Topham, along with 
done through Isis and Osiris in ~orne of the members of original 
Egyptian mythology . It had even 'Green Stone' team had gone on t o 
progressed from the quasi-sub- culture discover various other mystical gems 
or sub-myth underlying in Joan of stones, of various colours and 
Arc . Psyc hic Questing had been magical properties . Unlike the other 
incorporated into a religion. This quests the group had gone on, these 
however did not make questing any stones did not have to be looked for, 
more acceptable amongst other they simply apported on request! This 
'orthodox' religions. In 1907 an obviously raises the question of why 
English architect called Frederick are peopl e sent on quests if the 
Bligh Bond was commissioned by the object is apparen tly able to apport 
Church of England to undertake 'to them12 . 
excavations at the ancient remains of · Apports would also seem to be the 
Glastonbury Abbey. Bond decided to explanation for the discovery of two 
take the unusual step of consulting a swords , identical to the one 
psychic friend about the matter, and discovered in The Green Stone, and 
what was to follow would change found in August 1985 by Colin and 
Bond's life . What resulted, through Gelly Paddon in a wood in Milton 
automatic writing, appeared to be Keynes, following a dream13 . Before 
communicative links with the monks of Reeves and Topham became invol ved 
the Abbey, who called themselves ' The with the apporting of gem stones they 
Company of Avalon' . From these too acquired two swords, identical t o 
communications Bond was able to make 'the one found in the Green Stone. 
considerable progress in his work, This obviously raises the suggestion 
much of the automatic writing that the swords act as some for m of 
contained detailed ground plans of ' invitation' to join t he questing 
the ancient Abbey . l~hen the Church fraternity. Andy Collins has this t o 
authorities discovered Bond's say about the discovery of swords: 
unorthodox methods of archaeology "In all my experience as a psychic 
they ceased his operations at the researcher I have only come across 
Abbey and banned him from conducting six swords which have been discovered 
any further work there. 9 by psychic means. One of those was 

The experiences laia down in the discovered five hundred years ago by 
Green Stone surely do not need Jeanne of Arc. One is a scimitar 
explaining here, but just in case, found by Gaynor a nd Marion 
here is a brief resume . I n 1979 •· Sunderland . Another is a copy of an 
following a series of independent 11th century Spanish sword found by 
messages from psychic all over the Bernard, and the other three ARE ALL 
country, a group of researchers frorr. IDENTICAL. Surely this shows some 
l~olverhampton in the West Midlands sort o f signi ficance in t his 
were sent off on a quest for a sword particul ar type of short sword . So 
buried in Worcestershire, that would, ~hat is the answer? 14 

I 



Those who have been ins trumen tal 
in retrieving/acquiring wha t have · 
been termed ' Meonia' swords feel that 
the swords and other artifact s will 
be brought together in the near 
future for some important ritual . 
Research into the 'Meonia' swords 
indicates that this type of sword was 
manufactured around 1870 as replicas 
of Tudor and 17th century designs for 
wall display . Pondering ove1: the 
ques tion of where the swords had come . 
from Andy Col lins and Graham Philips 
concluded that the vast majority of 
psychic artefacts were apports . ls · 

In the case of the so- called 
Apport maker, Margo Wiliams, of the 
Isle of Wight, here we find a 
spiri tualist who attunes 
sympathetically with spirits and aids 
them in their post-mortem existence 
by locating and retrieving lost or 
hidden artefact s that meant something 
to their past owners . Again, 
according to field work carried out 

. by Andy Collins it would seem that 
these artefacts are 'placed' at the 
locations prior to their discovery, 
in other words, they are apports · 16 
However , despite the suggestion (and 
observed facts) that apports are 
placed out of sight prior to their 
immediate r etrieval (thus leaving 
some room for rational explana t ions), 
there are instances of apports 
actually being seen to rna terialise . 
lhth the Topham-Reeve apports, this 
Coventry- based team communicated with 
alleged spirits via the Ouija board 
and received apports on request . It 
would also seem that one of the team 
was potentiall y a physical medium as 
she reported that her solar plexus 
ached and she felt physicall y ill 
after the apport sessions - a t ypical 
physical reaction that is often 
reported by physical mediums. 

The witnessing of a materialising 
apport in the field has precedents 
during the 'Eye of Fire' episode when 
Graham Philips was witness to the 
materialisation of a mystical red 
stone (from what could be termed a 
UFO - a s t r ange light form, itself 
witnessed by several others some 
distance away). 

PSYCHIC QUESTinG 
•This ar ticle will be conclude d 

In the next luue. Now, whe re 

d!d I put that apport? 
(Quest .contlnued ... perhaps?l 

* John Schuessler's UFO Potpourri 
Newsle t ter is basically a bunch of 
crap . You'd expect bet t er from a 
guy who tried to get legal 
recompense for the people involved 
in the Cash/Landrum affair . 
Perhaps not. Anyway, typical of 
the sort of tripe 'serious' US 
ufologists are writing is this 
snippet; ''Thanks to the 
cooperative nature of several 
prominent researchers I was able 
to review t he data resul t i ng from 
laboratory analysis of three 
artefacts . each was alleged to be 
an implant taken from a human 
being. While the repor ts were 
exciting, they were also puzzling, 
resulting in more questions than 
answers." . That told you a lot 
didn't it? and is typical of the 
sort of waffle coming out of 
America about ' implant ' 
discoveries. Time to put up or 
shut up dudes . 
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crashed UFO. Re"ad It caref ully , it contains many clues, hints and 
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pointers to the so~ry s tate ~f crash re trieval folklore today . 
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FLYING SA)si,~ LANDED ON SPITSBERGEN 

THE PUZZLE FINALLY SOL VBD7 - "SILVERY DISC WITH DOME OF PLEXICLASS 
AND 45 JETS AT THE RIM" - SOVIET ORIGIN? NARVII:. WID-JUNE. 

For almost 40 years rumours have 
been around concerning a crashed 
flying saucer on the remote island 
of Spitsbergen. As the story goes 
the saucer wre ckage was discovered 
by jet pil ots later it was 
transported to Narvik where an 
investigation allegedly uncovered 
a composition of unknown alloys of 
an extraterrestrial origin. 

• But what did really happen , if 
anything at all, on this remo t(! 
island in or around June 1952? In 
this article we will follow the 
story's development through the 
years , with all the surrounding 
rumours, changes and 
misunderstandings . 

Some of you are certainly 
familiar with the basic factors of 
the story, but for all of us to 
get well acquainted with it, we'll 
start off with the original 

-source. We bel ieve the first 
ment ion of a saucer crash on 
Spitsbergen is probably an article 
in a German newspaper, Saarbrucker 
Zeitungl, 28 June 1952, entitl ed 
'' Auf Sp1tsbergen landete Fliegende 

Unterasse" ; ··· and we will give you 
an English translation of it here; 

Norwegian jet planes had. just 
started with this year 's summer 
maneuvers over Spitsbergen. A 
squadron of six planes was 
approaching Nordaustlandet at 
maximum speed, where units of the 
supposed opponent had been 
reported. The jets had hardly 
crossed the Hinlopen Straits when 
crackling and rustling noises 

· could be heard on all ear phones 
and radiophones. Radio contact 
among the jest was not possible 
any l onger . All means of 
communication of the jets seemed 
t o be disturbed. The radar reading 
which had been showing ' white ' 
since the fl i ght from Nar vik, was 
now showing 'red' , indicating an 
alert and also the approach of a 
me tallic alien object with a radio 
dir ection finder that had a 
frequency of oscillation which was 
di fferent from that of the fighter 
planes. 

.~- .. ·-- ~- . - -



Nevertheless, the highly 
experienced pilots wer e able to 
communicate with each other · by 
circling and diving, so that each 
of them was aware that his fellow 
pilots had had the same 
experience, each one of them 
searchi ng the horizon with t he 
utmost attention. The six fighters 
were cir cling for some time 
without finding anything out of 
the ordinary. Flight Captain Olaf 
Larsen happened to look down and 
immediately started to dive, 
followed by his squadron . On t he 
white snowy landscape, whose 
crusty surface showed an icy 
glitter, there was a metallic 
glittering circular disc of 
between 40 and 50 metres in 
diameter, which was even brighter 
than t he icy snow. Between wires 
and a tangle of suppor ting stru t s 
in the middle the r emains of an 
apparently destroyed dome-shaped 
cockpit protruded. While circling 
for 60 minutes, the jet plane 
pilots could neither detect any 
signs of life nor determine the 
origin or type of that flying 
object . Finally they t ook course 
for Narvik, in order to report 
their strange findings . 
Only a few hours later, five big 
flying boats equipped with sleigh 
skis were on their way to the 
place of the discovery. They 
landed safely next t o the bluish 
steel disc which was sitting in a 
bed of snow and ice of more than a 
metre deep. 

''This is undoubtedly one of the 
infamous flying saucers'', claimed 
Dr. Norsel , a Norwegian rocket 
specialist, who had insisted on 
joining the searching party . He 
also established the reason why 
all means of communication of the 
fighter planes had stopped on 
entering the surroundings of the 
landing spot and why the radar 
equipment had signalled alarm: a 
radio dir ection finder equipped 
with a plutonium core had been 
undamaged and was transmitting on 
all wave lengths a frequency of 

934 Hertz which is not known in 
any country. A precise inspection 
of the remote-controlled flying 
disc that had landed on the 
Nordaustlandet of Spitsbergen due 
to interference problems has lead 
to the following indisputable 
i nformation : 

1. The f l ying object, which has 
a diameter of 48.88 metres and 
slanting sides, is round and was 
unmanned. 

2. The circular steel object, 
which is made of an unknown metal 
compound r esembles a silver 
discus. After ignition, 46 
automatic jets, which are located 
at equal distances on the outer 
ring, rotate the disc around a 
plexiglass ball in the centre , 
containing measuring and control 
devices for remote control . 

3. The measuring i nstruments 
have Russian symbols . 

4. The action radius of the 
disc seems to be over 30,000 km 
and the altitude over 160km. 

5. The flying object, which 
resembles on of the legendary 
" flying saucers " , has su fficient 
room for high explosive bombs, 
possibly atom bombs. 

The Norwegian specialists 
assume that the disc bad been 
started in the Soviet Union and 
had gone down over Spitsbergen due 
to a mistake in transmitting or 
receiving , being incapacitated 
because of a hard landing . The 
strange, remote-controlled, 
unmanned jet- plane will be brought 
to Narvik on board a ship for 
further investigation . After 

-listening t o the description of 
the disc, t he German V-weapon 
designer Rei del stated : "That's a 
typical V- 7 on whose serial 
production I have worked myself" . 

J .~I.M. 

The author of the "Zeitung" 
article - J . M. M. - has not been 
possible t o trace. The newspaper 
archives do not have any 
information which can help us 

l 



here . The same art icle appeared in 
another nevspaper, Berliner 
Volksblatt 2 . 9 July 1952. In 
early August 1952 , the story gets 
a mention in the German periodical 
der Flieger3 . by a Dr. Waldermar 
Beck . This mention probably spread 
the story to a far greater 
audience, even being carried by 
the AFP news service4, since later 
authors often refer to him. 

There are several points in the 
'' Zei tung '' art icle which are quite 
interesting . They i nclude the 
speculations of a possible Soviet 
origin, and the fact that we get 
the names of two persons involved 
in the discovery and investigation 
of the di sc itself Flight 
Cap tain Olaf Larsen _and Dr. 
Norse!. This we will keep in mind 
as we continue our investigation . 

A few books appeared in 1953/4, 
bri~fly mentioni ng the Spitsber gen 
story5•6 • 7. Additional information 
comes to our attention when yet 
another German newspaper, 
Hessische Nachrichten8 , published 
this account on 26 July 1954; 

any country on earth . The 
materials are completely unknown 
to all experts, either not found 
on earth or processed by physical 

, or chemical processes unknown to 
·us" . 

According to Colonel Darnbyl 
the board of inquiry is not going 
to publish an extensive report 
until, "some sensational facts'' 
have been discussed with experts 
from the USA and Gr eat Britain . 
"We must t ell the public what we 
~now about the unknown flying 
objects . A misplaced secrecy may 
well one day lead to panic!" 
The North Pole base for unknowns ? 

The Norwegian fighter pilots, 
Lts . Brobs and Tyllensen, who, 
since the Spitsbergen event have 
been assigned as observers of the 
polar a rea, claim that, contrary 

FLYlNG SAUCERS ARE NO FABLE 

Only now a board on inquiry of 
the Norwegian General Staff is 
preparing a publication of the 
report on t he examinat ions of the 
remains of a flyi ng saucers 
crashed on Spitsbergen presumably 
some time ago. Chairman of the 
Board Colonel Gernod Darnbyl, ' . stated during an instruct1or. 
lesson fo r Air Force officers: 
"The Spitsbergen crash was verJ 
rewarding . True enough, our 
scienc e still faces many riddles . 
But I am sure that they can soon 
be solved by t hese remains from 
Spitsb ergen. A misunderstandi ng 
was caused some time ago when it 
was stated that the flying disc 
was probabl y of Soviet origin. It 
has t his we must state 
emphaticall y - not been built by 

to American and other sources, the 
flying discs have already landed 
repeatedly in the north polar 
areas , • I think that the north 
polar area is an air base for 
unknowns . Especially during snow 
and ice storms, when we with our 
machines must r etreat to the base, 
I think the flying saucers take 
advantage of this to land . I have, 
shortly after such bad weather 
conditions, seen them land and 
take off three times", said Lt. 
Tyllensen . "I noticed then, that 
having landed, the execute a ver y 
speedy r otation around their axis. 
During flight and take off or 
landing , a brilliant light 
prevents any view of the events 
behind this wal l of light and on 
or inside the flying object 
itself" . 
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ENOUGH PHYSlCAL EVIDENCE 

Col. Darnbyl thi nks, tbat 
within the next twelve months a 
solut ion to a ll these technical 
problems will be found, or at 
least scienc~ will be on the right 
vay to solv~ng the UFO problem . 
"We no have material at hand , on 
vhich we can start . That means 
that laborator ies can start the 
work right away, and might give us 
preliminary result s shor tly. 
Norwegian scientists think that 
the material from Spitsbergen can 
only give away its secret s by 
atomic crushing; this is because 
it does not change either at 
absolute zero, where air is 
liquid, or at the highest 
temperatures technically possible 
with our technology . Also every 
chemical treatment had been tried . 
Scien t i fic result s will only be 
released subsequent to a UFO 
conference in London or 
Washington . 

The communication of Swedish TV 
set owners that their reception 
was interfered with every time 
flying saucers were reported above 
northern Sweden, caused sensa tions 
in circles of the Norwegian board 
of inquiry . Consequen t ly Col. 
Darnbyl hopes sooner or later to 
track down the communication 
system of the unknown flving 
objects . · 
Sven Thygesen . 

A lot of people will think that 
this is definitely a change for 
the be tter! The wreckage is no 
longer of a possible Soviet 
origin, but extraterrestrial. And 
ve also get additional named 
persons involved, Chairman of the 
Board Col . Darnhyl (misspelled 
Darnbyl by later authors), and the 
Norwegian Lts. Brobs and 
Tyllensen . We have not been able 
to track down t he author of the 
Nachrichten article, Sven 
Thygesen, either. But at least 
here we have a name, and not just 
initials . 

Later this same year a new 
twist to the story appears in the 
Norwegian newspaper Verdens Gang9 , 
published 19 December 1954, which 
went like this; 

SOUTH-AMER1CAN REPORT OF 

!LYI~C SAUCE~ IN NORWAY 

co:-;TRADIC7S !~FORMA 7ION OF 

IT HAViNG RUSSIA:-.1 WRITil'C. 

The Uruguayan newspaper El 
Nacional of Montevideo have 
recently with big fuzz, brought a 
message "about the Nor wegian 
scientist Hans Larsen Lober g ' s 
discovery of a flying saucer in 
Heligioland". · It concerns, says 
the newspaper, the same flying 
saucer t hat "was reported to have 
fa llen down into the mountains of 
Spitsbergen in August 1952". Mr 
Larsen Loberg is saying that this 
saucer in reali ty crashed on 
Heligoland which is a small island 
in the North Sea, used as a 
submarine- base by the Germans 
during the war. Of Hans Larsen 
Loberg it is said that he won a 
prize in physics in Hungary . The 
newspaper also features his 
pic ture. 

Larsen Loberg also retracts the 
rumour that the saucer was 
supposed to have Russian wri ting . 
It had, he says, a diameter of 91 
feet and a thickness on the middle 
of 70 feet . In the spaceships 
control room they found a number 
of push- buttons, and it was 
deduced that it could travel by 
the help of magnetic forces 
holding the planets in their 
positions in space, and these 
forces were controlled bv said 
buttons . They found no motor in 
the spaceship, nor could t hey 
discover any rivets, fuses or 
bolts . The outer surface was shiny 
and transparent. 



PILLS AND HEAVY WATER . . 
The material used was as light 

as aluminium but very much harder, 
and probably very heat-resistant. 
Of the things they found i n its 
interior, were noticed a little 
water which was three times 
heavier than normal water, and a : 
few pills which were taken to be 
food . there was also an apparatus 
which was probably a radio. It was 
quite. small and without antenna. 
they also found some books, 
probably navigational 
instructions, in a completely 
unknown writing . The doors of the 
spaceship were open . Just inside 
of the doors were seven bodies, 
burned beyond recognition. 
Scientists are of the opinion, 
according to Larsen Loberg, that 
the bodies were of men of the age 
of between 25 and 30 years, about 
1. 65 metres tall. All had a 
perfect set of teeth. 

BEAM-CANNON 

Dr . Hans Larsen Loberg could 
also tell about the finding of a 
completely unknown weapon, a beam
cannon which used magnetic rays. 
This cannon, he thinks, gives the 
explanation of a number of str~nge . 
incidents in the USA . In Wyom1ng, 
Oklahoma City, Pittsburg and New 
York~ windows were broken by an 
unexplained reason on thousands 
and thousands of cars . And it must 
be obvious, he says , that the 
young pilot Mantell who during a 
flight reported over his radio 
that he had encountered a flying 
saucer and jus t after this crashed 
in pursuit of i t, had to have been 
shot down by th~s laser-cannon . 

CR!W BURNED TO DEATH 

The reason for the crash of 
t his saucer he though had to be it 

· being affected by the American 
hydrogen-bomb explosion . The 
material of the spaceship and its 
apparatus resisted the enormous 

~- -- -

heat, but the crew burned to 
death . 

The newspaper, which picked up 
the story in Brazil, admits it is 

· sounding fantastic , but draws 
attention to i t not having been 

, officially denied! 
We have investigated in Oslo 

about there being a scientist by 
the name of Hans Larsen Loberg but 
everyone that has been asked, and 
who should know, says that the 
name is totally unknown. 

Obvi ously somebody is mixing 
t wo different stories here . We are 
being told that the saucer didn't 
fall down on Spitsbergen, but on 
the German island of Heligoland, 
in the north Sea. We are also 
being given information on a 
magnetic beam cannon, heavy water, 
pills, books with unknown writing, 
and dead bodies . None of this has 
previously figured in our sources . 
In addition we get another mimed 
person , the Norwegian scientist, 
Hans Larsen Loberg. He is our 
number 7 in this jigsaw. The 
Verdens Gang article r efers to a 
Uruguayan newspaper El NacionallO 
which again bas a Brazill1an 
source . Our South American 
contacts have not yet been able to 
get hold of this article, but we 
have managed to track down the 
first mention of the Heligoland 
story, as published in Sirll, 
September 1954 . 
••••••••••••• ••• 0 • 0 •••••••••• 0 • 0 •• 
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This article continues and 
concludes in the May issue with 
the continuing story of how the 
Spitsber gen cra sh mutated and 
developed, featuring further 
evidence, explanations and general 
insight int o how crashed saucer 
stories do their thing . 
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Dear Editor, 

Many in the Centre for Crop Circle 
Studies would share your sense of 
amusement (though perhaps more 
:.~rvly!) at the recent turns and 
twists in the crop circle saga. 
But I think you may be writing off 
the phenomenon i t self too soon. 

The extravagent devebpments of 
1990 and 1991 are tending to make 
us forget the history of the 
subject during the preceding ten 
years, beginning in 1980. At the 
star t of that decade Terence 
Headen was taken to see some 
surpr isingly regular circles in 
ba rley at Bratton, Wiltshire. I 
say 'surprisingly' because they 
surprised him, a man who was 
jointly running the prestigious 
Tornado and Storm Research 
Organisation and who probably knew 
as well as anyone in the world 
what atmospheric vortices could 
and couldn't do . He was for ced to 
invent a new kind of vortex to 
explain the observed fact . 

In every one of the ensuing 
nine years to the end of 1989 
(wi th the possible exception of 
198 2, which the literature 
describes as "dull") Mead en 
encount ered a new surprise and was 
obliged at each stage to e l aborate 
his o r iginal model. Nonetheless 
(though sometimes with an audible 
gulp) , he valiantly embraced each 
new puculiarity and claimed it 
firmly for atmospheric physi cs. By 
the end of the decade he had taken 
aboard not only singleton circles, 
but diublets, r inged circles , 
double- ringed circles , treble
ringed circles , combinat i ons of 
ring- and-circle, circl es with 
spurs and tails, and even an event 
in which the circle was divided 

- ' -- - - ---- -

into quadrants with linear 
"combing" of the grain . 

By this sta ge Headen 1 s mode l 
had developed from the simple 
"stationary summer whirlwind" of 
1980 into the "descending plasma 
vortex" possessing remarkable 
pr operties, all of them needed i n 
hi s view t o account for what he 
was observi ng . Are we to assume 
that this ingenious development of 
the atmospheric model over ten 
years took place mistakenly in 

response to a sequence of equally 
ingenious hoaxes, designed to lead 
Meaden on from suoerfluous 
refinement · to 
superfluousrefinement ? If so, we 
have witnesses the most remarkable 
and scientifically-informed 
practical joke in history - and 
one to which jokers in Japan, 
Australia, Canada, the US and 
(with less firm evidence) other 
countries have thought it amusing 
to contribute . 

I find it more plausible, 
myself, to assume the sequence of 
event s from 1980 to 1989 (a tally 
of about 1000 , according to 
Headen) refl ected on t he whole a 
real phenomenon (accepting that a 

· degree of hoaxing was undoubtedly 

-· . . 



taking place from time to t i mE!> . 
meaden certainly thought so . I 
assume he stil l thinks so. The 
fact that he (and, alas , others) 
can be caught out by a fa ked 
circle is not in itself sufficient 
to dismiss the 1000 events of the 
1980s or the remarkable sequence 
in which they occurred. 

The events of 1990 and 1991 
(totalling about a further 1000 
over t he two years) certainly 
present a puzzle. Hoax is beyond 
doubt in some cases, but it seems 
very unliley as a general· 
explanation. many events have been 
very large and very elaborate; 
they might have occurred widely 
about the country (sometimes on 
the same night in counties far 
from each o t her); there have been 
very few case of detection of 
hoax, despite massive surveillance 
i n ' the Marlborough/Devizes area , 
where so many of the events took 
place; circles (including a 
dumbell formation) occurred within 
visual and radar range of a hi
tech watch mounted by Mead en and 
supported by anti-hoax equipment 
without a trace of human actio n. 
I t is clear that hoax canno t 
account for all we have been 
seeing . 

Very recently, laboratories in 
the US , acting in collaboration 
with CCCs's Crop Research Panel , 
have ' reported interesting physical _ 
changes in crops and soil 
collected from circle formations 
as compared with cont rol samples . 
Other ''hard '' evidence is 
accumulating for the action of 
some short- 11 ved force in the 
formation of genuine events, and 
its nature seems to be such that 
human activity canno t account fo r 
it. It may or may not be evidenc e 
for t he operation of ~leaden's 
"plasma vortex" (in whatever 
furt her form he decides to develop 
it) . The only thing to add at this 
stage is tha t if the ''plasma 
vortex" is i n ques tion, it seems 
capable Of far more elaboration in. 

the creation of cro p formations 
than Mea den has yet allowed . For 
sheer exuberance and inventiveness 
there has been no force in 
scientific history to match it! 

CCS will be publishing its 
information and research result s 
as quickly as possible, probably 
in a sequence of monographs ~arly 
in 1992 if we can find the funding 
for them . In the meantime, however 
entertaining the behaviour of 
"cereologists" may be, it is too 
soon to dismiss the events of the 
last twelve years as "all hoax and 
vortex" . 

Ralph Noyes, London. 

Eds Note: 

Thank's Ralph. I think that' s what 
~s known as being 'gently chided'! 

·But . . •• . 
* Meaden is a theorist and 
therefore has to adap t his t heory 
to accomodate facts. This is 
usually the job of theorists of 
the "one theory fits all" type . I t 
seems more likely that simp~e 
circles are weather caused (and 
have been for centuries if records 
are anything to go by) and that 
the rest are hoaxes . 
* Invoking those which have been 
discovered elsewhere in the world 
won ' t work for the simple reason 
that new spreads fas t and hoaxers 
exist everywhere and everyone 
wants to be in on the latest 
thing , even hoaxers . 
* The simple facts are that crop 
watchers cannot distinguish hoax 
from genuine , Nor are they to be 

. recommended for catching hoaxers 
at work as sadly most are 
commit ted believers and not bright 
enough to do this. See also the 
many ufological hoaxes that were 
pulled off in front of the 
watching believers, with clues, 
such as the famous Warminster Dave 
Simpmson hoax- clues galore and it 

. foole d FSR (not hard to do I'll 
admit) and photgraphic analysists . 



What makes the average circle the military will be coming 
f ancier any more sophist icated .now . forward and claiming to have seen 
than the standard Warminster the 'energy' creating the circles . 
a norak was then? Cerealogists are re-inventing the 
* Hoaxers are thick on the ground ufological whee l and apparently 
a nd are in fact competing with loving every mi nute of it but 
e ach other . Doug 'n' Dave proved ignoring the his tory of anomalous 
publically that circles could be phenomena. Test s on crops will 
c reated quickly and on the large prove about as much use as tests 
scale . No one knows how many this on ufological 'implant's. 
team have done. I personally am * The media response is largely 
aware of two further groups who all , in ~hat no circle r_e:ports 
have been -rat it 1 for a number of will ve ry orobably equal no 
years and have heard rumours of c ircles . In 1991 it was slowin~ 
several others . There are, Ralph, down, Doug n Dave provided the 
a great many people who have the necessary bubble bursting event 
time and the trouble to do this. and the press will now no longer 
I f I had access to people and concentrate on either the a rtwork 
equipment in the north I'd do it or the circles. Therefore my 
myself quite happily j ust t o crystal balls tell me that circles 
confuse people. It 1 s the sense of etc will fade out slowly over the 
pure mischief that drives hoaxers. next f ew years as the 
Not money, fame or anything else . hoaxers/artists move on to other 
J u10t knowing you ' ve pulled the ideas, leaving the small core of 
wool well and truly over people' s genuine siimple, singl e c i rcles. 
eyes and helped alter thei r * Rumours reach ing me about 
thinking - you know - a bit like enforced job-losses, alchohol 
Tha tcherism. consumption and general weirdness 
* If you think long- term, large among 'leading' crop circle 
scale · hoaxes which c a n f ool f igures ( can't print 'em here 
scientists can't and don't exis t because they'd de finitely litigate 
t hen you should (and no doubt but work it out people) only 
have) peruse the latest issue of fuel my own theories about the 
Strange magazine which deta ils how nature of belie f and how gullible 
Doc Shiels has been fooling people people are. It is a g r ea t pi ty 
for years with his s ea- monster that s e nsible people get sucked 
pho tos. It's the s a me thi ng . in . 
* The tests on crops, soil etc are Q.. 
i nterest~ng and f i t the parrallels <L ~ ~ 
with ufology . It's physical trace -
t e sting t i me now. Soon pe ople from ---------!!Mt-;-------.....-.---- ... ' ... --\_ \ ~ ____.?' 
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PROW OUT OF THE BLUE 

by JENNY RANDLES 

"The Bent water s affair is many 
things, but it is , after all, at 
the very least a fascinating 
scientific detective story" (p . 
1:54) 

All uf ologists a r e famil i ar 
with the a l leged events at 
Rendlesham Forest over t he 
Christmas period of 1980 . None of 
them, no matter what they may say, 
know what happened . As with all 
such cases t his has to a long , 
drawn out investigation into which 
some very intelligent and some 
very half- witted people have put 
their two pennorth. Jenny's new 
book on the subject, and the first 
to ~e writ t en entirely by herself 
on the subject supercededs 
SKYCRASH and is an exhaustive 
study of each event, rumour and 
piece of paper connected with the 
case . Ufology at its best really . 
But for wha t purpose? 

The case is complex , there i s 
no doubt about that, but then so 
are a great many other UFO cases 
which have the mundanest of 
explanations at root . Rendlesham 
shows off ufology' s str engths i n 
that people such as Jenny are 
prepared to go to great, and I 
mean great, lengths to trace 
people and information . It also 
shows up one of ufology's greatest 
weaknesses, in the credence that 
many ufologists will give to a 
case or witness merely because 
they are connected with the 
military or because something 
about the case makes its way to 
official records . Ther e is a case 
here for all ufologi s t s being 
slapped soundly across the face 
with a wet copy of Above Too 
Secret and being made to recite 
'people in the military are no 
different f r om anyone else' (cf 
the myth of the ' credible 
wi tness') . Misperception , if 

·- -----· - - ----- - _____ .,. ,. 

misperception it be, can happen to 
anyone, any group of people at any 
time and I woul d venture to 

-sugges t that a Suffolk forest is 
as good a place as any . 

More time is given over to 
analysing the official utterances 
on the case from the MOD etc . 

I~ as te of time . 
This is just the sort of book 

.which will bring fresh and 
intelligent people into the 

'subject and unlike the weak 
attempts last year by John Spencer 
it actually tells you something 
about how the sub j ect works both 

.from a ufolgists and a media point 
of view . ~at it won't offer, 
unlike books by Tim Good and the 
Crop Circle Crew, is easy answers. 
Brains are needed her e and 
analytical thought. In some ways 

' this lets the case and the subject 
down a little as the book can be 
used as a Rocsarch blot to project 
your favourite theory onto- the 
evidence can be seen to support 
anything fr om complete 
mispercep tion to ·alien 
intervention. But with the sheer 
amount of information Jenny gives 
the answer must be contained in 
some per mutation of the fac t s . 

For me at least after r eading 
the book the lighthouse theory 
looks far and away the best origin 
for the story, or maybe a 
disinformation trick to mask a 
test flight of something (not 
alien I haste to add) , whilst the 
alien/UFO probability is as far 
away as the Zeta Reticulli they 
are meant to hail from . 

lfuatever you think, Out of the 
Blue is essential reading for 
ufologists as it covers all the 
investigative bases and pi t falls 
and whatever the cases origi n it 
is a thr illing story. 



FRO).,( OUT OF TH:il DLUB 

by JENNY RANDLES 

NOTE : This book is unlikely to 
ever ge t published in the UK but 
can be obtained f r om the fo l lowi ng 
sources. 1 . By sending a cheque or 
PO for £15 payable to S. Stebbing 
at 41 Terminus Drive, Beltinge, 
Herne Bay, Kent , CT6 6PR . - please 
be pr epared to wait if they are 
being imported 2 . By writing to 
Arcturus Books, PO Box 831383, 
Stone Mountain, Georgia, USA 
3008 3- 0023- they sell it for 
$10 . 95 but you would have to 
contact them fi r st to det ermine 
pos tal charges etc . 
??? ??????????????????????????????? 

THE UFO lU:PORT 1992 

by TI:~'.lTHY GOOD (Ed) 
(SidS":Pick &. J~ckson 199 !1 
!6J~p . ? i!iack ~ 10.99. 

UFO Report 1992 is edited by the 
Man Who Met Aliens , Tim Good (it's 
true ! - see page 187 of his George 
Adamski ) , so the discerning 
ufologist already knows what he is 
going to get . The believer however 
ge ts what he is going to know! 

Geor ge Wingfield opens with a n 
overview of crop circles i n 1990 . 
The usual unsupported claims about 
'energies', and strange 'trilling' 
nois es are displayed for new agers 
to coo at over their crystals, but 
the absolute nadir in circle 
resea r ch is hit when he applies 
the old ETHers standby and invokes 
the mysterious forces of the 
government. This he does by 
baselessly writing "There is 
little doubt that the Government 
is embarra ssed by the Circles 
situation ... " (who says George?), 
and imput ing that all hoaxes (and 
by implication hoaxers) are of 
government origin . 

His chapter was obviously 
vritten before the revelations 

· from hoaxers Doug n' Dave, the 
Wessex Sceptics and others , and 
r eading it now in the light of 
these exposures Wingfield's child
l ike naivety s hines wi th an ener gy 
as unexplained as he believes t he 
phenomenon to be . 

The old chestnut of Government 
Documents is reviewed by Nichol as 
Redfern and he does a workmanli ke 
job of de t ailing the content of 
documents pertaining to the 1952 
Topcli ffe sightings and others . 
But why? No particular conclusion 
is derived from this, other than 
offering , "we may now be ge tting 
c loser to the truth a truth 
which could prove start l ing for us 
all". Wrinkly readers will note 
t hat this is almost word for word 
the sort of statement which 
occurred freq uently in the 
editorials of FSR during t he 50s 
and 60s . The inference here seems 
to be that because they were 
government documents they mus t be 
of significance - because they 
were government documents . A 
c ircular, hermetically sealed 
argument which will not progr ess 
ufology further than the i nsight 
of the average MOD paper pusher. 

Chapters on the UFO scene in 
Russia and Peurto Rico display the 
obvious fact that Russia is s till 
in the 1950s UFO- wise, and Sou th 
American UFO sightings occupy 
pretty much the same territory as 
that continen ts magi cal realism 
literature- inter esting but 
fanciful in the extr eme . At least 
Paul Dong's roundup of the Chinese 
scene treats the subject with some 
distance and objectivity. At least 
i n China UFOs are still described 
as ' bal ls of light ' and it's 
possible here to see the wes t e r n 
UFO myth being slowl y 
superimposing itself on natural 
phenomena and misperce ption in 
that country . 

.... ---- -- - ------ -
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THE UFO REPORT 1992 

by TIMOTHY GOOD (Edl 

Bob 
Press 

Close , 
Leics . Guff ·Breeze i:ilse is he a ted up 

and presented as "a continuing 
sagfi"• despite the exposure of 

-bo t pnotographs and proponents i n Earth Mysteries stalwart Bob 
the papers published (but Trubshaw' s Heart o f Albion . p ress 
repressed in the US) by Dr Willy has brought out some excellent 
Smith (see the May 1992 issue of grass roots folklore and Earth 
UFO BRIGANTIA for these). Gulf Mysteries texts and reprints over 
Breeze is the ETHers Alamo and is the last couple of years and Quest 
being bitterly defended at gr eat for is another goody . 'Finding the 
cos t to any integrity the subject myst i cal middle of England' is the 
sti l l has in the USA . idea and if this sounds a bit, 

Sadly this book is i tself a well, 1 girly 1 think again because 
hoax, attempting to pass itself it is a solid work of folk 
off as representative of ufology history, melding fac t with 
i n the world today whi lst ignori ng f olklor e a nd speculat ion. These 
the work done into the psyc ho- small booklets are invaluable for 
sociological or natural phenomena anyone interested in the ·mystical 
based sources for UFOs . Ignoring , side of Engla nd's folk heritage 
in fac t, a nything which detracts and UFOs are even me ntioned on 
from the barely bidden agenda that page 17. The location of the 
these 1 things 1 come from mystical middle? Well, you 1 11 have 
e lsewhere . to buy a copy to find out - but i t 

Moreover, the premi se of the isn 1 t where you think it is! 
book turns on two points . One, the Altogether a reasonably priced 
credulity of the readers it is excellent read- buy it and ask for 
aimed at ; ie believers . Two , the a Heart o f Albion Press catalogue 
curiou s myth of the ' credible at the same time . Highly 
witness', i n that the testimony of r ecommended . 
airline pilots, faceless MOD file .?????????????????????????????????? 
compilers etc . i s to believed * SCOOP- In the May issue of UFO 
without question, because, well BRIGANTIA we have something ofa 
beca.use t he y are who they are and ufological scoop . Our Russian 
so on. The whole tone, especially colleagues have supplied Philip 
of Good's fore word reminds t his Mantle with an alleged UFO 
reviewer of nothing more t han photogr aph taken at the town of 
Gr aham Liste r on the Vic Ree ves Vorozneh which eagle-eyed r eaders 
Show who demands r espect because will reme mber from bei ng in the 
he "knows doctors dentists and news a while ago f or sightings, 
architects" · landings and goodness and all 

All in all a sad, r etrograde manne r of ufologica l what have 
trea tment of a subjec t, which i n you. 1-lel l , we are prin ting a 
its potential for the study of photogr aph taken there along with 
human perception , beli ef, myth- comment and analysis f rom famed 
making a nd self- delusion is second UFO photgraph analysers Ground 
to none . Very poor indeed . Saucer !-latch in the USA and a lso 
?????????????????????????????????? words from famous ( but often wr ong 
AVAILA3LZ FRO~.!: I'm afraid) NASA scientist Bruce 

( ' Gulf Breeze') Maccabbee. You 
Entsma De&lan 11. Publish ins. IS Rydal Street. don't this sort of stuf f in other 
Burnley Lanes. ilBIO IH5. .tl0.99 POST FREE. UFO magazines now , do you? 

~~~~~~~~ 

· .... ---------- - -------- -----



QC.rop.cir cl~ 
co mmun ique 

A video by John Macnish 
£14 . 99 from Circlevision , 
The Paddocks, Whitton, Ludlow, 
Shropshire . SY8 3DB 

Crop circles, glyphs in the grain, 
vhatever you want to call them 
were bound to end up as video 
stars . Hoax, descending vortex or 
extraterrestrial ground trace they 
can be beautiful and the sight of 
a pictogram from several hundred 
feet is quite breathtaking. Books 
can't quite replicate this thrill 
but a video sure can and several 
have been made . 

John Macnish's Cropcircle 
Communique is a comprehensive 
overview of the circles phenomenon 
with all the leading figures 
giving their view point to camera, 
and it is a very professional job . 
Graphics often accompany the 
'experts' theories and there is a 
remarkable absence of sniping and 
bickering between the many camps. 
All the significant events are on 
video; the famous KLF hoax; the 
BBC odd ' noise'; the army video of 
a curious blob (flare?) and the 
German tourists video of a small 
white 'something' which flits 
among the crop (butterfly , anyone) 
and it really is indispensable 
viewing . 

Look out for Pat Delgado 
arguing against hoaxes and for 
circle diversification by saying 
"Along will come a ci r cle that 
doesn't comply with all that you 
have seen so far'" - a statement 
which will have hoaxers everywhere 
wondering what odd patterns they 
can fool him with this year! And 
thrill to the footage of snow 
circles in Turkey , showing t hat 
nature is indeed wonderful and we 
should all worship her, toot 
sweet . 

It also has its funny and 
informative bits in that you can 
actually see the major crop 
personaliti~ Terence Meaden, 
Colin Andrews and Pat Delgado all 
have a serious bri-nylon shirt and 
freshly scrubbed featur es problem . 
They are serious, serious men, and 
what's more men with THEORIES so 
wa tch out. Busty Taylor comes over 
as an avuncular chap with a 'plane 

•• 

and George Wingfield looks like a 
member of the very secret services 
he alleges was behind the Doug 'n' 
Dave extravaganza . 

And yes , there they are fitter 
than a pair of butchers dogs and 
keen to admit t o hoaxing any and 
all circles . The problem i s the 
'hoax' they do for the cameras 
doesn 't look half as good as some 
of the 'real' circles . A bit 
tricky that but see for yourself . 



.. --.. - . -

. --commun;que 
Michael Green is the best 

though. Seemingly unable to look 
a t the camera and then onl y I 
through closed eyes he delivers 
some t otal and utter t ripe about 
ener gy points and messages to be 
found in the circles , especially 
the one at Milk Hill. It's a 
scream, it really is . Buy it for 
this bit alone. 

Watchin~ Meaden ramble on abou t 
stone circles being based on crop 
circles and Andrews dribbling 
about alternate dimensions was a 
great hoot and in fact not one of 
the personalities featured , from 
Meaden through to Leonie Starr the 
astrologer is even vague l y 
convincing and all are erring 
toward murky waters if you ask me . 

The end is curious and a bi t 
New- Agey with quo tes f rom the Kogi 
Indi ans followed by shots of world 
disasters cut with crop circles . · 
But it' s fairly subtle and not 
overkill . But will it convince 
you? l~ell, i t convinced me that 
they were all, bar a few, hoaxes 
and (I have t o agree with John 
Rimmer here), a type of modern art 
comparable to the works of 
Christos, Richard Long and Andy 
Goldsworthy . The basic ~leaden 
theory accounts for the rest . sad 
but true . 

Rather than the soundtrack 
ci rcle vision have used t hey would 
have been be tter with PM Dawn's 
'Reality Used to be a Friend of 
Mine' . You 'll see what I mean! 

Wonder fu l phenomenenon , ~~onder ful 
video. Buy it and invite your 
friends r ound . Satisfaction 
guaranteed . 

???????????? 

- ... - ------- -- -~-...-. 
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UNDENIABLE 
produced 
available 

EVIDENCE 
by Ar k 
f r om PO 

Glastonbury, Somerset, 
£17 . 20 inc. p&p 

-· ---:-~ . 

A video 
Soundwaves , 
Box 1395, 

BA6 9FE 

Undeniabl e Evidence is very much 
the Col in Andrews show, and what 
we have here is one mans ' per sonal 
ideas about the crop circle 
phenomenenon . Colin na rrates the 
video fro m a comfy position in a 
flower-f i lled field somewhere in 
crop circle country and takes us 
through the usual spectacular 
aerial photography whilst 
insis ting that the circles have 
'' purpose and meaning'' and the 
circles "must have meaning " . That 
they are not naturally caused 
Colin is most emphatic - he is 
convinced of this because of the 
exponential r ise in varied 
patterns . Hmmmm . 

Being a per sonal view we are 
treated t o such things as the time 
old Col dreamed of a 'celtic' 
cross circle and lo and behold one 

·appeared within spitt i ng distance 
from hi s home . The fact that what 
he describes as a ' celtic' cross 
is really a cen tral circle with 
four satellites connected to a 
ring seems to be neither here nor 
there and before you can say 
"pro ject ion of the investiga tors 
belie f system " we're t alking t o a 
farmer who is equally convinced 
that t hey cannot be natural- why? 
'Cos he's dowsed them! Luckily 
they don't dwell too much on . the 
dowsing aspect as it is presented 
as fact with no controls of any 
kind . 

Lab evidence that the 'energy' 
s true tur e of grain taken from a 
circle is differen t from ordinary 
·sampl es is presented by glo ssed 
over and it's a bit like a Radion 
adver t. Hen and women in white 
coats peering into microscopes 
tell us - so it must be true. An 
interesting case of crapp ies us ing 
sci soee to back up their theories 

-·---~---



Qlran.cir..cLc 
o m mTU n z q u c / 

e 
lnustigating tht Mystuy of tht Crop Circlts 

Ho ax, Hi-Tee Poltergeists, Plasma Vortices 
- · or Prophecy for Ma~kind ? 

THE DEFINITIVE 
C ROP C IRCLES VIDEO 
Thl1 75 minute fc.tture-lt:nAth drxunrr:tlf.tf'y contD/ns the mo.~/ 
lf1«1Jt(IJI,,r .terinl scttl/CttCt:$ c..-cr filmt:d nf rile mystt:rinu." crop 
eire/a. With JII .. F/ STfiREO sound lrMi fcnturins ~f'l«l~fly 
compo$Ct) mll.fit. CotttnbutM$ ;nciUI.k !JCkntists. mmloi'Cf'$. 
dawrn. _,..,. - ,.,....... The '*leo ..-. 
,nviously Ol'l:CIOett film of unidcntrft:d flym& obj«r.4 ;, the tmp 
circles. 

CROPCIRCLE COMMUN/Q Ut. 
reveals controversial new UFO foot~ge 
&om Brililb ciJdes and indlldcs formations 
&om IUOund dle ""rid. 
lhls \~ideo is a must for ex pens. ncwcomc.n 
to the ~UI:Jrea and anyone who loves a good 
M)'Sl<l)'. 

CROPCIRCLE COMMUNIQUt. 
is an inspi ring and entc:r1ainin1 
4oaun.entary pretcntina the facts on th.ts 
rucinacing subject. Spectacular acrill 
scqucnus bring you •II the major crop 
form•tions from 1990 10 1991. Filmed by 
1Dp t<levision cam.:romcn and grapbially 
illustntccl 10 lead you to your own 
ooncluJio<u. 

CROPCIRCLE COMMUNIQUt. 
fe,alW'CS in depth intc.rVicws wilb the cxperu 
an.d shows the houcrs in ac:tion as cbcy 
a>nlroot citd< raan:bcn be ld on. 

CROPCIRCLE COMMUNIQUE shows for the first time in one programme the most 

spectacular aerial sequences ever filmed of the British crop circles. Drawing from 

Circlevision's own extensive library of broadcast footage and the very best material from 

Worldwide documencaries on cl!e subject. 

A facinating sevency five minute documenrary investigating the mystery of the crop circles 

with HI-Fl Stereo souncr.1ck including specially composed music by John Thomas and 

'Colours of the Dawning' by Emily Burridge inspired by images of the crop circles. 

VHS 
AT A S?.t:C!AL P~IC::: TO UFO 3RlCANTlA SUB3C~I3ERS ~ Rt:ADL~S. 

QC.1·opcir ci2 
commun iqu e 

£13.99 
IS AVAIL ABLE BY ~All ORDER F~OM:-

!5 RYDAL STREET. 
BURNLEY. 
LA:-.ICS. BBIO IHS. 

HI-FI 
STEREO 

PLEAS!: MAK:: ALL C:!:SCUES/PO's PAYABLE TO: 'ENIGMA DESiC:-1 !. PU3L:SHINC: 



Meeting cre:1rure$ of orher worlds- :aliens-hu been 
one o( our dre:1ms ever since e:r.rlv science· fiction 
wrirers like jules Verne:~nd H. G. 'Wdls cold their t1les 
of cpicvoy:tges inco spa«. This dre:~m has spnwned ~ 
whole aenre ot :~lien <.-onr~ct stories: blockbusccr 
movies. novels . .1bduction tC\'cl.uions .and TV sc:iC'S. 
Science. coo. hJ.s been in(Juenc«l by thlS dcc:lm; we 
h:ave sene our probes deep into sp:acc :and r:r.dio 
:urronomeN continue ro Wirth for cell·r:.le s•gn:lls 
(rom somewhe:re ·out the~·. 

In the rwilighr zone ~een ba and ficnon dteu :1re 
manv people who uc con\·mctd ch:.c conuet wirh 
incclfigenc cxmctrus[ri21 beLngs m::~y have :~lrc-ldy 
h:~ppe:ned :md. iJ noc. that ir w1Jl c:r.kc pi :ace in rhc 
hJrun:. l..ookmg for the Aliens ukcs .1n objecri\'C look 
at every :a speer of alien cont:r.et .1nd tries co provide a 
deFinitive aMwer ro the question: J rc we :~ lone in lhe 
UOI'o'Crse? All rele\·lnr ::~ reJS of inrcresr, incJuding 
tcicnce·ficuon and horror writing. SETI. qu;anrum 
ph\'11CS, UFO sighrings and inctdcncs, Jnd 
ch;.1nnclling. Jre discussed. 

The rCsulr ts 3 unique e."<lmin~rion ol the whok 
phenomenon of e.'Crr~tc:rrrtrri:al Jli<ns,lnd no(hing is 
okm ;.u bee \':tluc. Tnc book Q)ndu&Jcs wuh 
suggrmons Jbout wh:1c w11l h~ppcn when it ts 
COnhrmed rhi1t 'they· h:1\·e :acrw..ll)• .unvtd. Drnm or 
rcJiiry, this book pro\·idcs plenty of food (or thought. 
The sc:1rch 1S on: we :tr.e look1ng for the :2liens. 

Peter Hough is a professionol writer concerned with 
serious examination of rhe seemingly mysrerious ~nd 
unexplained. He has wrirren rwo previous books wirh 
his co·aurhor jenny Randles, and h~s contributed to a 
wide range of newsp~pers ~nd magnines. 

Jenny Randles has an international reputation as an 
experr and aurhori~:~rive UFO researcher and writer. 
Included in her dozen or so books is rhe besr·sclling 
Blandford tide The UFO Conspiracy. She lecrures on 
both sides of the Atlantic and, with her co-author, has 
conducted scientific, investigative and education~ I 
seminars. 

LOOKJNG FOR THE ALIENS Hardback £.14. 95 
Paperback £. 8. 95 
- Fw5T F~EE -

by Peter Houah ~ Jenny Randles 

!S AV AILABL!:: BY ~.fAll ORDER FROM:-

IS RYDAL STREET. 
BURNLEY. 
LANCS. BB!O IHS. 

,I 
·c4 ·.-.. 

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES/ PO's PAY ABLE TO: 'ENIGMA DESIGN r. PUBLISHING: 

COPIES OF THIS AND OTHER BOOKS, WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE ENIGMAIIU" CONFERENCE- 25th April 

AT UMIST I.IAIICHESTER. WHE~I JEmiY :L PETER WILL BE SIGNIIlG COPIES OF THEIR BCOK. 

------ - ----
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when it suits them but ignoring it 
when it doesn't. But that's the 
new age fo r you. 

As f ar as I'm concerned Andrews 
talks complete and absolute 
gobbeldygook most of the time , new 
age dross transposed t o the la test 
band wagon . Sure , as he says , the 
earth is in troubl e and yes human s 
may be the cause , but t he 

* Our oft-used two cocoa tins and 
a bit of string connection with 
America rang the other day and 
told us that Budd Hopkins has been 
involved in an Intruder s m~n~
series. The show is to be aired on 
the CBS network during Nay over 
t hree nigh ts. Budd is played by 
actor Richard Crenna, fam ous for 
his role in t he 'First Blood' 
f ilms, who apparently portrays 
Budd as a psychologist(? ! ) . 
Probably a heap of alien droppings 
with glossy females having their 
t anned bodies probed by 
long ...... alright that's enough 
(cont . Ufol ogis t & Perver t 
Weekly) . We can't wait for the 
tapes to arrive. Our source tells 
us t hat Budd has been beaver ing 
away (it ' s quite legal ) with t he 
TV people all wint er in the 
studio. 

relevance or meaning of crop 
circles in all this ~ther than t he 
purely pyscho-social is never 

,explained . It's all hint s and 
nods . 

By the time we reach the end 
Andrews has alomost done a David 
Eyck and in a biblical to~ he 
pronounces that there will be a 
"manifestation of a physical kind 
which will unite all mankind". 
Yeah, and the Beetle s will reform 
too Colin (actually that probably 
would unite all mankind!) . 

The film finishes with an 
excellent audio visual sequence of 
circles and pictograms fad i ng in 
and out with some good spacey 
musi c in the background. 

The video is extremely well 
made, the end sequence is fab but 
~'m not so sure about the content . 
Essentia lly an episode of 'One Man 
and his Theory', Andrews misses 
herding us all into the pen but if 
you like his ideas or just want a 
biased view of the subject then 
thi s video is for you. 

* Hip BRIGANTIA r eaders may have 
seen comedian Bill Hicks on TV at 
Christmas . This was taken from an 
interview he did in the IDlE of 
18/1/92, where he (seriously) 
relates a UFO experience he had 
and which intimates some shared 
psychological origin for the 
exper ience . 
"Without going into too much 
detail , me and two friends had a 
shared v~s~on, while not being 
toget her physically, of bei ng 
taken up in a UFO . When we got 
back together, none of us 
remembered it and one friend said, 
' Do you get the impression that 
we ' r e mee ting a lot of new friends 
tonight? ' And all three of us 
remembered the 
experience ...... l~ell , wi t h a five 
minute UFO experience I got a 
taste of holiness I never got i n 
20 years of r elijion ... . ·· 



Dear Andy, 

I wr ite regar ding the letter from 
Nick Brown in November 1991 UFO 
BRIGANTIA regarding the- secret 
storage of steam engines in 
tunnels. 

A friend of mine was also given 
information last year about this 
subject. He met, through a mutual 
friend, two gentlemen who had been 
employed as intelligence agents 
for the Dept . of Transport for a 
two year period in the ea rly 
1980s. The said gentlemen would 
only identify themselves by their 
code names, which were SPARROlmAl-TK 
and SHITEHAl-TK . 

Their story was that the 
Government had not only ex- B.R . 
steam engines in secret locations, 
including tunnels,. but also 
several ex-London Transport 
Routemaster buses. The purpose of 
this secret project was to try to 
establish a hybrid form of 
transport which would also include 
secret unknown technology and the 
code name for this project was 
de signa ted T R A ~1. 

The project was so secret that 
no other information has ever been 
obtainable from the authorities. 

I hope this information will 
give people a feeling of "some 

-·· -

light at the end of 
Yours faithfully, 
Blackburn , Lanes . 

the tunnel". 
Peter Wilcok, 

Thanks for that insight into the J 
deepest machinati ons of B.R. 
Peter. Personally I think it 's all 
connected with the development of 
that other secret government 
device currently being tested to 
cause 'train stops', the 
fiendishly cunning ' leaves on the 
track' weaponry range. Actual ly I 
know what the light at the end of 

, the tunnel is it's another 
' bloody train! 

UFO !RIGANTIA Readers - can advertise 
anything from a telescope to a tricycle on 
this page. A small-ad COSTS f.I.OO 

· SE:-ID details or the Items, or the wordlns 
as you want It to appear (appro:< 30 words) 
TO: S.P.SMITH, Brlaantla Adverts, 
IS Rydal Street, BURNLEY, Lanes. BBIO !HS. 

ENIGMAS 
ENJGMAS is published five times 

a year by So-ange Pbenomeoa 
Investigations (SPI). Tbis magazine 

regularly (03rures articles on 
all aspects of che paranormal 

nduding UFOs, polcugeisu, buntincs. 

spiriiUalism.life after death. 

W MITEll: Hewpoper cuttings 
of UFO material. Any items 
ore of use, especially from 
local press. forsign material 
also required. Con you help? 
Please contcct: Mr.J. Barnstt 

36 Old Form Lane, Stubbington 
FAREHAM. Honts. P014 2BY 

4!(' F/5 NEWTONIAN 
Altaz!muth mounted Astro 
-nomlcal telescope. £125.00 
:~· F /6 MEADE Equatorial 
mount. Astronom!c~l tele
scope. f.SiS.OO Tel/Fax 
~r. Ciompton (02\l:!l i8355 

etc. etc. 

To obtain subscription details 
please send a large SAE to: 

SPI STRANGE PliENCUE.'IA 
' IIM5nGATlONS ii.ES':AAotloR 

MAlCOLM ROB,:<SON 
41 !liE BRAES. llJWSODY 

, CLACXMANNANSH"RE, SCOTlAND 
fKIO 2TT 

SEIXOSHA 2540 PRINTER 
Wide carriage, :-lew Ribbon 

Good condition. 1:.75.00. 

STAR NLlO PRINTER. 

New ribbon. t.I2S.OO. 

s· F/10 MAXSUTOV 
Astronomical Telescope. 
Ec;uatorlal mount. Heavy 
metal tr!pod. 
!.750.00 (cost doub!el 
Tel/Fax: Mr. Crompton 

ENIGMAS Tel: Lanca. (02321 711355 
Lanes (0282) 76355 

- --·- - -- --=- - -- --
..:. .. - ~--

__ . ----



NEW TITLES 
' 

In Dimeniiom: ch;; firsc book of his Alie-n 
Concu:• crilogy. Dr. Jacques Vo.Jicc prcscmcd • 
f2Seinacing c2.1cbook of UFO octivicy. In iu 
gripping SC<!Ucl, Confronta.~ont, he reponed 
his personal, worldwide investig2lion into 
repons of UFO sighcings. concact, ond, in some 
=· obduction ond human injury. Now in 
R...elar~m. the: climo.< of the Alien Comm 
crilogy. Dr. v.Jicc presentS seutling evidence 
thar wcll·connructed hoaxes and mcdio 
m•nipulacions have misled UFO rcseorehcrs, 
diverting them from the rco.J issues at htnd in 
the UFO phenomenon. 

focusing in-depth on cases reponed in the 
United States 2nd throughout the world in 
recent d=dcs, Dr. Vallee here ano.Jyzcs the full 
gamut of sens•cional UFO "incidents:· from 
the alleged hisrory of saucer "cr:uhes" and the 
rcuicval of o.licns by the U.S. governmenc. co 
r<pons of • subtemncan communicyofhosulc 
humanoids in the American Southwest. In the 
process. he reveals th:tt some of chc most 
remarkable sightings arc acruolly complex 
hoaxes chat have been c1refully engineered. 
Mocro\-c:r, the wimcsses are merely the ¥icti.ms 
2nd inscrumenu nthcr chon the authots of 
the ho:vccs. 

HARDBACK: £14.99 -
~=!CST F~EE F~CJm:-

..: 

15 RYDAL STREET,BURNLEY. 

LANCS. BBIO IHS. Tel: 102821 2~837 
PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES/ PO's PAY AliLE TO, 'ENIGMA DESIGN 8. PUBLISHING: 

COPIES OF THIS AND OTHER BOOKS, WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE ENIOMA/IUN CONFERENCE - 25th April 

- AT UMIST MANCHESTER. WHE~I Dr. VALLEE WILL BE SIGNING COPIES OF HIS BOOK -

- -------



I.S a1'DA1 :tnrn, K RKLIT. L~"t:i, Jl\5 JXJ. UL t'ef , Gil 1 U.U f 

'SHADOW OF MAN' f6.00 each. 
Is o lecture tape by ROBERT FRANCE . 

Introduction by CLI VE POTIER 

Mualo by CE IV 

rhe pub!leallon or thb 
tu tor!&! I• conducted 
on a SHARED PROFlT BASIS 

LJ 

SHADOW OF MAN is on analysis of 

the UFO myatery, en analysis which 

str ikes at the heart of the contrary 
' 

Information In an attempt to discover 

a unifying factor. Why so many 

oontacteoa? Why so much false 

prophesy? Why eo many ccntactees 

What of the crosh~d saucers? 

The •ource of the phenomtlno may 

be many. ET, Psychological, Other 

. ... --· · ·-· . 
~--- --

---·· .. 

ENIGMA D<:SIGS &. PUBLISHING l1 roapont!b!o fo r 
tho or&tn!alna and runn!na of tho !d1111ohoator -
JACQU~S V A!.L3!:/ JENNY :tANDLZS - CONrS3ENCB 
for tho !UN. - "TH<: ALENS' !ISVEA!.ED" - To bo 
hold tt UMIS'l' on 15th Apr!! !992. 

r h .. IUN r ce ii>YCS a dlroct ahare from all 
aales , and '"'" also pay ROY' ALriES to the 
In div idual aut hor/a ro up on all sal~>• of , 

1 material. inotudins - DOCUWENTS an d CASE , 
REPORTS rrom the rl h>i or · variou. 
lnves lisallon aroups. 

iiE~If BOOKS: .. 
Ple-ase make all cheques payable to 'ENIGMA 
DESIGN g. PUBLISHlNG" 

rF: you do not yot w !~h TO O:tD£R but II'Ot!d porhq,s 
w l~l!. to buy a booklsl 4l lbo Contoronoo; To on•b!o us 
to havo or.ou~h copies avtllablo - COULD YOU ?L~ASE: 
T!Cl\ TH~ AP?ROPRIAn 30KE:St 

JACQUES V ALLE3 - 'REVELATIONS' !HIBJ ..... ~J4.958 
J"I!!N"'Y ~~ftloilL l'lJU.I!R. 'c:aD/' Q,(Wtt. (if~,)£. 5.9$' · 

• o\ MVSTttf $c1oi/'U)' 

JENNY iiANDLES/?ETEll HOUGH -
'LOOKING FOR THE ALIENS" (H/9! .......... ~14.99§ 
"LOOKING FOR THE: ALIENS' (Paporbaok) .... f, 3.95 
'DEATH 9Y SUPSRNATURAL CAUSES' ('/b) .... t 2.99 

NIGEL WATSON -"SUi'Ei!NATU!IAL S?!E:L9SRG' .. [. 6.98 
- 'PO:!TRAJTS OF ALIEN ENCOUNTERS ' ...... [.10.00 

TIMOTHY GOOD -THS UFO !IE?ORT 1992' (pJbl .... t !0.990 
"ASOV~ TO? SC:CR?:T" (plb .... !, S.998 
'A!.I::N UASONS" {f/bL ........ :. 4.~1 

JOHN !dACNISH • VIDEO (V!!Sl 
-"C!IOPCIRCL3 COld!.IUNIQUZ" ............ ~13.990 Dimensions, to mention just a few 

This enquiry e11plalns why all these 
could be equally vc!ld, end in their 
totality, d&Gcribe a picture of 
mcnlpdation. 

1 BUD!l HOPKINS - 'L'!TliUDt:!IS" 

DAVID CLAHKE/ANDY ROBEilTS 
-"PHANTOMS OF THE SKY ' 

(p/b) ........ [. 3.990 

tH/3J ...... m.9s 0 

TIMOTHY GOOD"s lat est book "THE UFO REPORT 
1992' Pub. pl"ice £.10.99 available POST FREE. 

1 ·l\liDurt inn c E 1v 8 
(!J. 1E 1111 MUSIC TAPES BY CE IV 

Available at E6.00 each 

WAl'irED: Ne-.spaper Cuttlnt;• or any UFO r elate• 
mot1>r lal, .,.pcoially any old arc hiv l> matcrl ll . 

?AUL DEVERAUX - 'EA.llTH LIGHTS' 
- "EA.'!TH MEMO?.Y' 

(H,rgj .... W.958 
(p/b) .... ~ 9.95 

THIS LIST IS ONLY A PA.l:IT OF OUt\ LIST 0? NEW 
BCO:<S, I!' T!:!~>l~ AR~ ANY OTHER 300!\S THAT YOU 
WOULD L!X~ TO SE~ AT T!l~ CONFER>:NCE. nEASE 
QIVS DEfAll.S AND W~ WILL TRY TO ENSURE f!IAT 
CO?IES Ail;; AY A!:.-\3!.:!. 

We produce. a small oat aJoauc containilt6 
detaih of some or the> rues that .... avail able>; 
UK t. Foreia n Go.-t documenh: Ne"' boob -
in oludina late st editions; Videos; Aud io 
tape•. The e atato suc is n altab lc FREE upon 
nqu.,•t. SE!lD LA~GE S1'E or STAMP 

----- --- . - --~-
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